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Who is this handbook designed for?

teachers (intending and practicing),
in all grades and disciplines

•

faculty of education instructors

• 

in-service providers

• 

curriculum developers

• 

resource developers 

• 

test developers

• 

anyone with a serious interest 
or stake in education
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Why was this handbook produced?
Today’s educators are working in an age of accountability,

large-scale assessment, and curriculum expectations. Many

curricula are made up of list upon list of finely detailed 

learning expectations that set out, grade by grade, what 

students are expected to know and do.This needn’t be 

problematic, but, unfortunately, this often translates into

• the creation of textbooks that treat concepts and skills

as unconnected ends in themselves,

• teachers who feel they must design and implement 

lessons that do the same,

• checklists for keeping track of concepts/skills ‘covered’,

and 

• numerical/letter grades to go on standardized reporting

forms (and mask just what has or hasn’t been achieved.)

When working through a large set of specific learning 

expectations, it is easy to lose sight of the more important

general expectations into which the specific expectations

are meant to be embedded, and forget the even more

important ‘really big’ aims into which the general 

expectations themselves are embedded.The more we

focus on specific expectations, the more anaemic we 

tend to make learning tasks and the more we tend to

impoverish the educational experience of our students.

Clarion calls exhorting
teachers to better 
practice and elegant
printed materials 
showing the way will all
be fruitless if the people
involved in school 
mathematics - from 
students to teachers 
to administrators,
to parents and other
caregivers to politicians
- see no reason 
to change.

Jeremy Kilpatrick &
Edward Silver, 2000,
p 232
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Defining expectations narrowly needn’t narrow the 

view of a discipline, of learning, or of teaching, but

unfortunately it often does. For these reasons (and 

others that will become clearer as you read through 

this handbook) we felt that the time was right to 

produce a handbook that takes a ‘back-to-first-principles’

look at the three fundamental components of learning,

namely, the student, the teacher, and the learning tasks on

which both focus.

“When students and teachers work together and
focus on and engage in rich learning tasks, good

things happen in our schools.”

Rosa Bruno-Jofré, 2000

This handbook and related materials produced in 1996

are foundation documents that will influence and shape

current and future 'vision-related' projects.

If this handbook helps to clarify issues and stimulate

debate on educational reform and if it helps some 

teachers to improve learning in their classrooms then 

it will have achieved its purpose.
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Summary of Chapters
There are seven chapters and three appendicies in this

handbook.The first six chapters look in some detail at

rich learning tasks: what makes them rich, what makes

them important, and what learning and teaching look

like when both students and teachers are engaged in

them.*

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!**, examines the characteristics of

rich learning tasks and what it is that makes them an

essential part of learning.

CHAPTER 2: SIMON SAYS DO THIS**, examines the 

significance of learning for understanding, the 

ineffectiveness of rote learning, and the link between 

the former and rich learning tasks.

CHAPTER 3: BETTER BY DESIGN**, examines how structure

can influence the richness of a learning task.

CHAPTER 4: WHY AM I DOING THIS?, examines the issue of

relevance, what makes a learning task relevant, and why

relevance is a critical issue in any learning task.

CHAPTER 5: HOW AM I DOING?, examines issues related to

assessing student performance on rich learning tasks.

CHAPTER 6: HOW GOOD IS IT?, gives the teacher a tool for

judging the richness of any learning task.
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CHAPTER 7: RICH LEARNING TASKS ARE NOT ENOUGH,

examines ten ‘essential conditions for learning' that 

need to be in place in a classroom before students can

meaningfully and productively engage in any learning

task.The teacher is provided with tools that will allow

them to judge the degree to which these conditions are

present in their classroom and to identify ways to

improve these conditions.

APPENDIX 1: SENSE MAKING***, examines the need to

change the game played in the typical classroom and the

key role rich learning tasks play in bringing this about.

APPENDIX 2: HOW CAN I USE THIS HANDBOOK?, contains

practical suggestions, for people with different roles to

play in education, on how to use this handbook.

APPENDIX 3: THE WORLD WIDE WEB, identifies a 

collection of web tools that should of particular 

interest to teachers who are looking for resources to 

support rich learning tasks.

* The sample learning tasks used in this handbook are 
mathematical in nature. Don’t be concerned if you are 
‘non-mathematical’.You should have little trouble 
understanding the examples, seeing the cross-disciplinary
pedagogical messages contained within them, and 
conjuring up equivalent learning tasks with which you 
are more familiar.

** Early versions of the first three chapters appeared in the
Ontario Mathematics Gazette, June 98, December 98,
and September 00.

*** This article first appeared the Australian Mathematics 
Teacher journal, 2002.
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Project Background
The document you are reading is one of several products

resulting from a number of meetings of mathematics 

educators held over the period 1994 – 2000 at Queen's

University at Kingston.These gatherings have attracted 

participants from many regions of Canada and from

abroad.Two of the earliest meetings were the Gage-

Queen's National Mathematics Education Institutes

[jointly sponsored by Gage Educational Publishing and

the Queen's MSTE Group through its Royal Bank

Fellowship program] in the summers of 1994 and 1995.

Out of these meetings grew the feeling that the debate

on educational reform was being hindered by lack of a

common vision.

It was felt that it would be an interesting and, quite 

possibly, a productive exercise to generate a “vision 

statement” for mathematics education in Canada.

Accordingly, in the summer of 1996, a group of some

fourteen individuals from across the country gathered to

create the outlines of a “Vision of Mathematics Education

for Canada.”These materials, entitled “Tomorrow’s

Mathematics Classroom”, edited by Gary Flewelling and

William Higginson, were produced in the form of four

6-page brochures, with the assistance of the design

department of Gage Educational Publishing Company.

These brochures contained a common one-page vision

statement. It is reproduced on the following page.You

will notice that rich learning tasks play a central role in

this vision. Each brochure also contains illustrative 

We need standards and
resources to make our
schools work well in
solving the myriad tasks
they face. But resources
and standards alone will
not work. We need a
surer sense of what to
teach to whom and how
to go about teaching it
in such a way that 
it will make those
taught more effective,
less alienated, and 
better human beings.

Jerome Bruner, 1996,
pp 117-118
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examples of classroom mathematics activity, at one of four

levels, Grades 1-3, Grades 4-6, Grades 7-9, Grades 10-12.

By late 1999 tens of thousands of these colourful

brochures were distributed, at cost, to individuals,

boards of education, education faculties, and teacher 

organizations and distributed to teachers at 

conferences across Canada and abroad.

[For further information about these brochures,

please inquire at the address given on the title page.

Web-based versions of these brochures are online at:

http://tilp.educ.queensu.ca/faculty/tmc] 

The following institutions, organizations, and individuals

were instrumental in the production of A Vision of

Mathematics Education for Canada

Queen’s University,
The Centre for Mathematics,
Science and Technology 
Education 

The Royal Bank Financial Group

Gage Educational 
Publishing Company

Gary Flewelling and 
Bill Higginson 
(co-directors Vision Project)

Annie Barwise (Queen’s U.)

Lynda Colgan (Queen’s U.)

Lillian Forsythe (Regina B. of E.)

Peter Harrison 
(Scarborough B. of E.)

Pierrette Houde-Woytiuk 
(Lakeshore B. of E., Montreal)

Peter Hudson (Queen’s U.)

Bonnie Knox (Queen’s U.)

Vi Maeers (U. Regina)

Kate Le Maistre (McGill U.)

David Poole (Trent U.)

Geoff Roulet (Queen’s U.)

Peter Saarimaki (Toronto B. of E.)

Martin Schiralli (Queen’s U.)

Susan Stuart (Nipissing U.)

Peter Taylor (Queen’s U.)

Rena Upitis (Queen’s U.)

Andrew Wilson 
(U. Toronto Schools.)

http://tilp.educ.queensu.ca/faculty/tmc
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In Tomorrow’s Mathematics Classroom
Mathematics
• is experienced as a diverse, powerful, and evolving 

area of study, as a way of thinking, as a way of 

communicating, and as a way of perceiving the world,

with significant links to all aspects of human experience

• emerges from, and is made explicit through, exploration

and interaction, using a wide range of technologies and

resource materials

• is embedded in potentially rich learning situations that

are interesting and relevant for students and enable all

to participate and grow

• plays three important roles: as a set of useful tools, as

one of many disciplines which can contribute to the

understanding of a situation, and as a field worthy of

study for its own sake; that is servant, citizen,

and sovereign.

The Teacher
• provides students with stimulating and well-designed

rich learning tasks to promote intellectual, emotional,

and social growth

• interacts with students to encourage, inspire, challenge,

discuss, share, clarify, articulate, reflect, assess, and to 

celebrate growth and diversity

• shows the benefits that come from keeping abreast of

developments in their discipline and its teaching

The Roles of 
the Teacher
•informer

•facilitator

•artist

The Roles of 
Mathematics
• servant

• citizen

• sovereign
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• acts as someone who assists, someone who confirms

and directs, and someone who animates and inspires

students by epitomizing the curious, enthusiastic,

passionate, and risk-taking learner, that is, as informer,

facilitator, and artist.

The Students
• build their own knowledge of the discipline through 

a process of exploration, interaction, and reflection,

centered on rich learning tasks

• develop and refine skills in the area of the discipline,

communications, problem-solving, logical reasoning,

creative thinking, technology, independence, and 

interdependence

• use their skills to deal effectively, confidently,

sensitively, and honestly with situations involving 

complexity, constraints, diversity, novelty, ambiguity,

uncertainty, and error

• act as individuals who select and use existing rules,

understand the principles and patterns underlying 

these rules, and who create new rules to deal more

effectively with situations; that is, as compliers,

cognizers, and creators.

The Roles of 
the Student
• complier

• cognizer

• creator
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Characteristics of Rich Learning Tasks
This chapter looks at the characteristics and importance of rich

learning tasks, RLT’s, and rich assessment tasks, RAT’s.Think

of RLT’s and RAT’s as one and the same thing, but that 

RAT works better in a title.

Sample Learning/Assessment Tasks

The Highway Problem

A grade seven class and their teacher are talking about

the loss of farm land to urban sprawl.The following

question arises.

How much land has to be taken 
out of production to build a new, 
36 kilometre-long, 2-lane highway?

Students discuss the problem

in small groups, make (and

test) some assumptions, make

(and refine) some estimates,

bring in mathematical and non-mathematical issues and,

collectively, come up with ball park estimates of the

amount of land taken out of production.The teacher asks

each student to explain, in writing, how they arrived at

their answer (their group’s result or what they consider to

be a better estimate.) and to justify the reasonableness of

their estimate.

OH RATS!:11
CHAPTER

TASK 1:
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Crime Stats

A grade eight class and their teacher are talking about

crime, motivated by a local occurrence that made the

news the night before.The group comes up with the 

following task.

The crime statistics shown were 
originally presented at a press 
conference by the chief of police 
of a large city.

Suppose that you are a reporter. 
File a one-paragraph story to your 
paper (or TV or radio station) based 
on these statistics.

The Moth Problem

A teacher has just come back off a holiday in England

and tells her grade twelve students about visiting the

Natural History Museum in London.The following

museum-found fact is related.

Moths fly by keeping a constant angle with a distant light 

source (like the moon).

The teacher leads a class discussion about the shape 

of the path that a moth would/might fly under such a 

condition.After several minutes, students have drawn

straight line ‘moth paths’ on the blackboard for a 

variety of fixed angles.

TASK 2:

TASK 3:

600

500

400

300

200

100

12-17  18-24 25-34 35-44 45+
Age Group

People Charged with Robbery
in the Metropolitan Area

1985

1995
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Things get interesting when one student asks the 

following question.

“(How) would our answers change if the light source is not ‘distant’, 
like a candle or a street lamp?”

Students move into small groups to discuss this 

question and ...

Kazuo Haga’s Problem

Instructions

1. Fold one of the vertices

of a square onto any point

(P) in its interior 

(generating crease AB).

2.This crease breaks the

perimeter into 6 pieces 

(as shown). Fold each of

these 6 segments onto AB, creasing the paper carefully

each time (the results of folding two of the segments is

shown in the diagram).

The Challenge

These 6 new creases intersect each other in a set of points. Investigate
where these points lie. Use dynamic geometry software to help you carry
out this investigation.

The measure of our 
intellectual capacity is the
capacity to feel less and
less satisfied with our
answers to better and
better problems.

C.W. Churchman, 1953 
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180000

LIGHT

900

LIGHT

LIGHTLIGHT

LIGHT LIGHT

900

LIGHT LIGHT
900

TASK 3:

A P

B

6

5

1 2

3 

4

TASK 4:

Cont’d
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Area of a Rectangle

Increase in Crime

Express, as a percent, 
the change in the 
number of robberies 
between 1985 and 1995.

Locus Problem

Point P moves such that PC = 10

C is the fixed point C(10,0).

Find the equation of the locus of point P.

Paper Folding

Accurately fold the following angles 

a) 90° b) 45° c) 135°

Professionals are rarely,
if ever, presented with a
well-defined problem and
expected to apply known
... methods to come up
with an objective 
solution. Rather the task
is most often presented
to them in the rather
vague and open-ended
form of a “problematic
situation”.

Raffaella Borasi,
1992, p 59

Characteristics of Rich Learning Tasks C 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 1  2  3 R  I

TASK 5:

TASK 6:

TASK 7:

TASK 8:

600

500

400

300

200

100

12-17  18-24 25-34 35-44 45+
Age Group

People Charged with Robbery
in the Metropolitan Area

1985

1995
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The Teacher’s Task
The main responsibility of teachers is to provide their

students with rich opportunities to learn and rich 

opportunities to demonstrate just what they have learned

(that is, what they know and are able to do). Focusing on

tasks like those in the first four scenarios gives students

just such opportunities. By comparison, the tasks in the

last four scenarios don’t.

Traditional Tasks
Task 5 can be used to check to see if students can 

calculate the area of a rectangle.Task 6 can be used to see

if students can (to some extent) interpret bar graphs and

calculate percentages.Task 7 can be used to check 

if students can find the equation of a circle knowing its

center and radius.Task 8 can be used to see if students

can carry out a few paper-folding constructions.Tasks

such as these last four are often seen on blackboards,

in student notebooks, on drill sheets, in text books, and

on tests.To prepare students to be successful on such tasks

is to prepare students for success in school.The trouble is

that life outside of school does not present people with

such challenges.

Rich Tasks
The first four, less common, tasks do very much more.

They are richer tasks because they give students the

opportunity to choose from, and to use, a larger set of

mathematical and non-mathematical skills and to use

them in an integrated, creative, and purposeful fashion.

Life and learning consist
of a continuous flow of
experiences around 
situations that require
problem-solving in both
large and small ways.
When we encounter life
situations or problems we
do not ask “which part is
science, which is 
mathematics, which is
history, and so on?”
Rather we use whatever
information and skills the
situation itself calls for
and we integrate these 
in problem solving.

J.A. Beane, 1990, p 29

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!: C 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 1  2  3 R  I
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Integration
When people talk about integration these days they 

usually mean using themes and integrating subjects.

The really important aspect of integration is achieved

when students get an opportunity to get good at using

their discipline and non-discipline skills in an integrated,

and often creative fashion, to a purpose. Rich tasks give

students the opportunity to do just that.

Life Outside the Classroom
The way in which the student has to think in the first

four sample tasks is much like they will have to think

when faced with a problem outside of school. Preparing

students for success on these tasks is to prepare students

for success in life outside of school.

Authentic/Real Tasks
When people talk about authentic tasks or real tasks,

they often think of real world, everyday, practical tasks.

Learning or assessment tasks can be quite fanciful,

abstract, or weird.The really important thing is that 

each task gives students the opportunity to use their

knowledge and skills in real/authentic ways, that is,

in the same ways that good problem solvers do in that

real/authentic world outside of school.

Characteristics of Rich Learning Tasks
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Contextualized Tasks
For the paleontologist unearthing a dinosaur bone or the

archaeologist unearthing a pottery shard, context is 

everything. Dinosaur bones or pottery shards alone have

little scientific value.The same can be said for a student

trying to make sense of concepts or procedures.

Removed from their contexts, concepts and procedures

lose much of their significance and meaning.

Rich tasks give students the opportunity to learn and to

use their skills in contexts that let them tell themselves

things like,“so that’s where it comes from, so that’s what

it’s connected to, so those are the conditions that precede

its use, so that’s what triggers this procedure, so that’s

what I have to do to prepare for its use, so, that’s why I

need it, so that’s how it’s used, so that’s what it leads to,

so those are its limitations, so that’s what it tells me about

this kind of situation.”

Task Length
The time students take to work on a traditional task is

usually measured in seconds or minutes.The time 

students take to work on a rich task is usually measured

in minutes, hours, days, or weeks.

Traditional tasks end. Rich tasks can go on.

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!:

Knowledge does not 
have to be taught in the
precise context in which 
it will be used, and grave
inefficiencies in transfer
can result from tying
knowledge too tightly to
specific, narrow contexts.

Anderson, Reder &
Simon, p 5
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Tasks Likened to the Writing Process
If learning tasks are likened to the actions of writing

words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, chapters, or stories,

then traditional tasks tend to be found on the left of this

continuum and rich tasks tend to be found on 

the right.

Both the teacher and the student have roles to play as

readers and authors of the adventure story that is 

constructed around a rich learning task.

The Subject-Specific Component of Tasks
Traditional tasks are often purely (though narrowly) 

subject-specific and single-strand in make-up, focus, and

flavour. Rich tasks often draw from more than one strand

of the discipline.The discipline is often just a part (albeit

a significant part) of a rich task.The focus and flavour of

the task may or may not be subject-specific.A rich task

encourages students to use subject-specific knowledge

and skills in ways that can have significance and relevance

for the student in and beyond the subject classroom.

Rich tasks may lead the students to significant new 

subject-specific ideas. Rich tasks may lead the student to

consider significant non-subject-specific issues.

Recent research has 
confirmed what myth-
users knew long ago -
that we can remember a
set of vivid events plotted
into a story much better
than we can remember
lists or sets of explicit
directions. ... The great
power of the story is that
it engages us as well as
requiring our cognitive
attention; we learn the
content of the story while
we are emotionally
engaged by its characters
and events.

Kieren Egan 1992, p 11

Characteristics of Rich Learning Tasks
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‘Traditional’ Skills
When I say ‘traditional skills’ I mean being able to 

solve quadratic equations, interpret a graph, balance 

a chemistry equation, and so on.

If a rich task is a hamburger, then ‘traditional’ skills are

the meat patty.A hamburger without the patty is not a

hamburger.A patty without the bun and fix’ns is not a

hamburger.You could have a steady diet of either 

pattyless hamburgers and bunless/fix’nsless patties but

both would be unsatisfactory for a bunch of reasons.

(How long or well would a person live on just the one 

or the other? Which would you prefer, anemia or 

blocked arteries?) We shouldn’t have to choose between

one or the other.We need both, at the same time, in the

same meal.

This section wasn’t called “Learning Basic Skills” because

all of the skills (discipline and cross- discipline) needed to

engage successfully in rich learning tasks should be 

considered basic skills. For example, being able to clearly

and convincingly communicate a position should be as

important a collection of skills, in the math classroom,

as the skills needed to collect the data on which the 

position is based.To say I won’t tackle rich learning tasks

until all traditional tasks have been mastered is like saying

we won’t eat hamburgers until all the patties are cooked

and eaten.

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!:

One doesn’t understand
concepts and ‘then’ 
solve problems, one
understands concepts ‘by’
solving problems. One
doesn’t communicate
mathematical ideas ‘as
well as’ reason about
mathematics; rather,
‘through’ communication
one refines one’s 
mathematical reasoning.

Elizabeth Badger, 1992 
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When should ‘traditional’ skills be taught? 
Traditional skills should be taught when they are 

needed to allow a student to successfully engage in a 

rich learning task (It’s sort of like ‘just-in-time’ delivery 

of parts in the car industry.You need the chassis at the

time the car is being assembled.)

What should lessons that teach traditional skills 
look like?
Lessons that teach traditional skills should probably look

just like good traditional lessons look now.

How many traditional skills need to be taught? 
Not as many ‘traditional’ skills need to be taught as 

many people think (and not as few as some people 

think people like me are advocating.) On this issue,

I agree with the position taken by Peter Taylor at

Queen’s. In an e-mail communication to Fields 

Institute Mathematics Education Forum members,

in 1998, he said,

‘"How much algebraic manipulation is enough?" 

The best answer to this is that in a curriculum organized 

around big ideas, the right amount of algebraic manipulation 

is the amount that's needed to explore and encompass the big

idea.And if the set of big ideas is rich enough, there will be

enough manipulation.’

In real life the problem
itself is at the center and
the information and skills
are defined around the
problem.

J.A. Beane, 1990, p 29
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How often should we involve students in rich
learning tasks? 
Rich tasks should provide the raison d’être for 

‘traditional’ skill development.They should motivate 

(all?) learning for all students. Rich activities should 

provide the arena in which students play with (and test

and sharpen) their skills. Rich tasks should provide a 

backdrop for every lesson.

How many rich tasks should a teacher be expected to do

in a course? Probably more than most do now. Probably

fewer than most will likely want to do in the future.

Student Actions
When solving problems or conducting inquiries,

investigations, or experiments, there is the likelihood 

that students will be involved in the actions listed on 

the following page.

A rich learning task not only gives a student the 

opportunity to be involved in all of the actions listed 

in the following table, it encourages them to carry out

these actions in a natural, balanced, and purposeful way.

More traditional tasks over-emphasize the actions of

manipulation and transformation.

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!:
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Basic Skills
Basic/fundamental/critical (discipline and cross-discipline)

skills,“the basics”, of which traditional mathematics skills,

for example, are an important subset, are the tools that

students need to explore, model, formulate, manipulate,

transform, conclude, infer, and communicate. I find it

strange that so many believe that an emphasis on rich

tasks implies a de-emphasis of these basic skills.The truth

of the matter is that an emphasis on rich tasks implies an

even more sophisticated and selective use of these tools

than is presently the case. Many who call for a ‘return to

the basics’ need to be reminded about just what these

basics are, and that you don’t ‘return’ to a place you’ve

never been before.

There is an abundance of 
evidence that mastery of
skills is rarely sufficient
for solving complex 
problems.

National Research
Council, 1989, p 60

Characteristics of Rich Learning Tasks

ACTIONS

explore

model/formulate

manipulate/
transform

conclude/infer

communicate

examples

play, mess around, interpret, discuss,
try, assume, investigate, identify,
question, make assumptions,
brainstorm, imagine, problem pose,
conjecture...

identify strategy, plan, select, find
patterns, mathematize, represent, ...

calculate, measure, solve, substitute,
factor, operate, graph, translate,
construct, process,...

justify, evaluate, monitor, predict,
compare, generalize, synthesize,
defend, ...

read, write, speak, listen, report,
record, draw, chart, explain,
interact, ...
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A Problem-Centered Curriculum

Information is no longer
the bottleneck. Thinking 
is the new bottleneck.

Edward De Bono,
1999, p 205
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An Inquiry Model

Understand the Problem
• rereading and restating the problem
• identifying information given and needed
Communicate:
• talking about the problem to understand it better

Make a Plan
• comparing the problem to previous experience
• considering possible strategies
• selecting a strategy or a blend of strategies
Communicate:
• talking to clarify the method
• listening to ideas of others

Carry Out the Plan
• executing the chosen strategy
• doing the calculations 
• monitoring success
• revising as necessary
Communicate:
• drawing pictures, using manipulatives to 

illustrate projections or interim results
• writing words and symbols to represent steps of  “doing”
• sharing output from computer or calculator operations

Look Back
• checking the reasonableness of the answer
• reviewing the method: Does it make sense? 

Is there a better way?
• considering extensions or variations
Communicate:
• choosing the best format for describing and explaining

how the solution was reached.

(from pg 74,The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8: Mathematics)
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The inquiry model, set out above, is really Polya’s 

4-step problem solving model (described in his classic

book How To Solve It, 1945). Notice the connections

between the actions listed in the previous table and the

actions listed in this model. Most modern curriculum are 

supposed to be problem-centered. Rich learning and

assessment tasks naturally place the focus on problem

solving and are a crucial ingredient of a problem-

centered curriculum.

An Inquiry-Based Curriculum

Currently, there is a
strong effort by ...
educators to develop
challenging problems for 
classroom use, and to get 
teachers to use them. But,
in fact, the formulation of
problems is an important
part of [a subject] in
which the student 
themselves ought to 
gain experience. Ideally,
students at all levels
should be helped to
develop ... concepts and
problems on their own.

American Association
for the Advancement of
Science, 1989, p 41
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The Inquiry Process

Exploring: Students learn by exploring materials 
and events through the use of all their senses.

Inquiring: Students ask questions of themselves and of 
others to clarify an issue or pose a problem.

Predicting: Students can think of a range of reasonable 
possibilities to answer a question or solve
a problem.

Planning & Students collect information about each 
Collecting: predicted possibility.

Deciding: Students arrive at a conclusion by deciding 
which possibility provides the best answer to 
the question or solution to the problem.

Communicating: Students choose the best way to present 
their findings.

Evaluating: Students check whether their decision 
or conclusion was correct.

(from Shared Discovery:Teaching and Learning in the Primary Grades,
Ontario MET, 1985)

�
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Once again, notice the connection between the actions

listed earlier and the actions of the student engaged in

conducting an inquiry. Rich tasks support a inquiry

approach to learning. Rich tasks support an 

inquiry-centered curriculum.

Rich Learning Tasks and Imagination
Kieran Egan, in Imagination in Teaching and Learning,

defines imagination as the capacity to think of things as

possibly being so. Now consider the number of times and

the number of different ways that this kind of thinking 

manifests itself in a problem solving episode, inquiry,

investigation, or experiment.You cannot help but be

struck by the significant role that imagination must play

in thinking and sense making. Rich learning tasks, by

their nature, give students the opportunity to use their

imagination and to get into the habit of doing so. In 

contrast, traditional text-based tasks provide the student

with little or no such opportunity. Our imagination 

provides us with things to think about. Our conceptual

and procedural knowledge provides us with tools to

describe, model, transform, test, evaluate, understand, use,

and share the products of our imagination.

Rich Learning Tasks and Intuition
Intuition is a fuzzy and not-well-understood notion.

Many agree that it has an important role to play in the

creative processes of sense making and problem-solving.

Intuition seems to depend, at least in part, on a person’s

past experiences. It can lead one to truth and it can lead

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!:

Ensuring that knowledge
and skills are meaningful
requires engaging the
imagination in the
process of learning.

Kieran Egan,1992
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one to disaster. Leone Burton (1999) links intuition to

such words as “a sense of the possible or even likely”. In

most traditional learning tasks this sense is neither valued

nor is its use encouraged. Rich learning tasks, on the

other hand, do both.

Rich Learning Tasks and Creativity
Don Woods (1982) defined creativity as “the ability to

think up alternatives.”These alternatives could relate to

strategies, processes, procedures, conjectures, methods,

designs, constructions, interpretations, communications,

etc. In rich learning tasks students are often given the

opportunity/encouraged/required to consider or come

up with alternatives. Rich learning tasks value and

encourage creativity. Many traditional tasks, on the other

hand, ask students to follow given recipes to expected

end-points, giving students little opportunity to consider 

alternatives and be creative.

Learning and Assessment
Rich learning tasks also provide students with an 

opportunity to demonstrate what they know and can do.

As recently retired coordinator Ron Sauer reminded me,

rich learning tasks promote assessment and rich 

assessment tasks promote learning. (See Chapter 5 for a

much fuller treatment of Assessment.)

Range of Student Behavior
Traditional learning tasks are generally designed to address

a very limited number of specific expectations in a given

subject. Rich learning tasks, on the other hand, are

Rich learning tasks value
and encourage creativity.
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designed to address not only specific expectations in a

given subject but also many of the big cross-curricular

expectations so valued in a modern curriculum 

(e.g. inquiry, problem-solving, communications, and 

critical thinking.) Rich learning tasks also often lend them

to addressing expectations in more than one discipline.

Traditional tasks are structured in such a way that 

students are seldom given the opportunity to demonstrate

other than a narrow range of performance. Rich learning

tasks, on the other hand, are structured in such a way that 

different students are able to demonstrate (very) different

kinds and levels of performance. Rich tasks provide 

students with autonomy sufficient to allow them to 

surprise both themselves and their teachers with the

quality of their thinking (or the depths of their 

misunderstanding.)

Remediation
Both types of tasks provide the student with an 

opportunity for remediation. Compared to more 

traditional tasks, rich tasks open a bigger window on the

student allowing both the teacher and the student an 

opportunity to identify, more broadly and clearly, areas 

of strength and weakness and more clearly establish the

need for and direction of additional instruction.

Rich tasks motivate students to want to be successful.

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!:
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Enrichment
Often, more traditional tasks do not lend themselves to

extension. Enrichment is often provided by the teacher as

something extra, another challenge, an add-on to the task

at hand, a ‘reward’ for good work, a task for the talented

few. Rich tasks motivate more students to do more. Rich

tasks often encourage students to ask their own ‘what if ’s’

and to pursue related paths of investigation.The teacher,

in the latter case, through discussion, often encourages

students to pursue even richer targets of opportunity and

helps them to reflect on the implications of their work.

Teaching and Assessment Strategies
Rich learning and assessment tasks, to work effectively,

require the teacher to use a wide variety of teaching and

assessment strategies and the student to use a wide variety

of learning strategies.

The methodology or strategy chosen is not a matter of

taste or style. Each rich task mandates its own set and

natural sequence of methods and strategies.Traditional

tasks aren’t as demanding (but then they don’t do as

much either.)

Rich learning and 
assessment tasks ...
require the teacher to 
use a wide variety of
teaching and 
assessment strategies.
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RLT’s and Emotions
Rich learning tasks present students with things that they

perceive to be interesting, worth doing, relevant, and 

purposeful. Such tasks encourage students to use their

imagination, indulge their curiosity, be creative, exercise

their judgment, put their stamp on the outcome, have a

stake in the enterprise.Typically this results in students

being positively emotionally engaged in the task.They

want to do it and they want to do well doing it.

Many traditional tasks tend to keep students dis-engaged.

Traditional tasks often feel like work.When positive

emotions are involved, they are usually a consequence of

being correct/successful, being praised by the teacher,

being comfortable, working with the predictable.

CHAPTER 1: OH RATS!:
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A Comparison of Rich Tasks with More
Traditional Tasks

Skills are to mathematics
what scales are to music
or spelling is to writing.
The objective of learning
is to write, play music, or
solve problems - not just 
master skills.

National Research
Council, 1989, p 57

Characteristics of Rich Learning Tasks

RICH TASKS

1. prepare for success outside of
school

2. address relatively many 
learning outcomes

3. address discipline and cross-
curricular learning outcomes

4. provide an opportunity to use
broad range of skills in an 
integrated, often creative 
fashion, to a purpose

5. are authentic

6. are in context

7. encourage a balanced use of
actions

8. are more like writing a story

9. emphasize problem solving

10. encourage more thinking,
reflecting, and use of 
imagination

11. allow for demonstration of a
wide range of performance

12. need performance assessment 
strategies

13. provide enrichment within 
the task

14. encourage the use of wide 
variety of teaching and 
learning strategies

15. encourage greater engagement 
of students and teachers in task

16. not a new/untried idea

MORE TRADITIONAL TASKS

1. prepare for success in school

2. address relatively few learning 
outcomes

3. address primarily learning 
outcomes of the discipline

4. isolate on the use of relatively 
few skills

5. are more artificial

6. are usually out of context

7. encourage an unbalanced use of
actions

8. are more like writing a sentence

9. emphasize procedures

10. encourage more recollection and
practice

11. allow for demonstration of a 
narrow range of performance

12. need traditional assessment 
strategies

13. usually require enrichment to be
added after the task

14. permit the use of fewer teaching
and learning strategies

15. keep students and teachers 
distanced from the task

16. a much-applied idea
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Conclusion
Modern forward-looking curriculum will never be

implemented as intended, and students will not be 

prepared as they should, without the widespread use of

rich learning and assessment tasks in our schools.

Tom Kieren, recently retired from the University of

Alberta, once described teaching as an intellectual game

of ping-pong where the purpose of the game is not to

win but to keep the players in the game. Rich learning

tasks will go a long way towards involving our students

willingly and enthusiastically in the game.And, rich

learning tasks will go a long way towards helping our 

students to play the game at a high level.

We are what we 
repeatedly do.
Excellence, then, is 
not an act, but a habit.

Aristotle
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Question 1. Select a learning task. Comment on its
authenticity. (See page 19.)

Question 2. Why do you think it is important for a 
paleontologist or archaeologist to see their 
discoveries ‘in situ’, that is, in context? (See page 20.)

Question 3. Review tasks from a chapter of a text of
your choice. How successfully have these tasks been
contextualized? (See page 20.)

Question 4. Select a learning task from a text or other
source.Which of the actions listed on page 25 does
this task allow students to perform? How balanced is

this opportunity?

Question 5. Select a task. Comment on the opportunity
afforded by this task for the student to use their 
imagination. (See page 28.)

Question 6. Select a task. How well does it lend itself to
extension? (See page 31.)

USING THIS CHAPTER11
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Question 7. This handbook was written from the 
perspective of the subject of mathematics. For those
with responsibilities in other disciplines, how does

your vision of these other disciplines compare to the
vision statement for mathematics presented in the 
preface? (See pages 10 & 11.)

Question 8. In A Vision of Tomorrow’s Mathematics
Classroom on pages 10 & 11 the roles of the 
discipline, the teacher and the student were 

summarized by a 3x3 matrix of words.

Mathematics - servant citizen sovereign

Teacher - informer facilitator artist

Student - complier cognizer creator

Select a rich learning task. Identify ways in which each of

these roles can be demonstrated in this task.



An Indictment of Rote Learning
In this chapter we examine two opposites, rote learning and

learning for understanding and, in the process link learning 

for understanding with rich learning tasks.

Introduction
Rote learning occurs in both traditional and 

non-traditional classrooms.And, it occurs with 

worrisome frequency. I use the word ‘worrisome’

for the following reasons. Firstly, I claim that the 

phrase ‘rote learning’ is a pedagogical oxymoron. I also

claim that rote learning ignores the needs of the learner,

and that it is an ineffective way to learn. I further claim

that rote learning impedes the learner from becoming a

problem solver, that it is an anti-mathematical way of

thinking, that it is a major source of anxiety, and that 

it is a form of (unintended) psychological abuse. In this

chapter I attempt to justify these claims and, in the

process, re-emphasize the importance of teaching 

for understanding.

Definition
When I say, ‘by rote’, I mean, ‘from memory, without

thought of meaning, in a mechanical way.’

37

Students engage in futile
lessons that attempt to
teach difficult concepts 
in too short a time or 
in classes that substitute
facts and vocabulary for
understanding ...many
educators continue to
cover the content in
books, and their students
continue to memorize the
related vocabulary and
algorithms - an inefficient
and ineffective 
mention-and-move-on
instructional strategy.
U.S. schools and colleges
devote huge amounts 
of classroom time to
reviewing and re-teaching
the same material every
year because students
don’t learn it the first,
second , or third time.

George Nelson, 2001
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Some Beliefs About Rote Learning
Many think that rote learning has a significant role to

play in the classroom. (“Students often use rote learning as 

a kind of cognitive rest stop on the road to understanding.”

“Some things are best learned by rote.”“It’s the only kind of

learning some of my students can handle.”“It’s great for 

training the memory.”) Many, less enthusiastic, others see

rote learning as an expedient or ‘necessary evil’ used by

teachers to ‘cover’ an over-loaded course (“I’d like to teach

for understanding a lot more than I do, but I just don’t have the

time in class to do it.”) Many students graduate believing

that most (all?) mathematics, for example, is learned 

by rote and that learning has a whole lot to do with

memorizing, practicing, and regurgitating on request.

An Example of Rote Learning 
A teacher (in the form of a real person, a text page,

writing on a computer monitor, ...) presents students

with the formula for calculating the length of a line 

segment (see fig 1). (Little or no attention is given to 

the development of the formula or to the concepts

underlying the formula.)
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In mathematics you don't 
understand things. You
just get used to them.

J. von Neumann 
(1903-1957)
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2



Students are then walked through one or two sample

problems to demonstrate how the formula is used.

Lastly, students are given a set of problems (like those in

fig 2) to practice using the formula. Students ‘turn the

crank’ and let the formula grind out the length AC, and

then the length AB, and then the length BC, treating

each problem in similar fashion, sometimes calculating a

sum instead of a difference, sometimes forgetting to

square a difference, sometimes forgetting to calculate a

square root, accepting without concern answers for AB or

BC that are (impossibly) greater than AC. On the practice

goes, all without understanding the concepts underlying

the procedure, all without thought to application,

meaning, or reasonableness, all in a memorized 

mindlessly mechanical fashion.

An Example of Learning with Understanding
Students would have been better served in the 

above learning episode if they had first been given a 

well-designed series of fig 2-type problems (preferably in 

some context) and asked the following question.“How

might the Pythagoreans have solved such problems

(assuming that they had a rudimentary understanding 

of a Cartesian coordinate system)?”

After working on this task, and discussing it with others,

students could be asked to summarize their conclusions

in the form of a general rule or formula.The end result

would be the identical or equivalent formula that the
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I recall once saying that
when I had given the
same lecture several
times I couldn't help 
feeling that they really
ought to know it by now.

J.E. Littlewood 
(1885-1977)
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Learning with 
understanding is 
essential to enable 
students to solve the 
new kind of problems
they will inevitably face 
in the future.

National Council 
of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2000 
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teacher presented to students in the first example.This

time, however, it would be the student’s formula, not the

teacher’s. In addition, there would be understanding

about such things as, the formula’s link to the

Pythagorean theorem, when the formula need not be

invoked, when an estimate would be sufficient, when

signs would or would not be important, when square

roots would and would not be needed, (perhaps) how the

formula could be extended to handle 3D problems, etc.

Many students would not even feel the need to commit

the formula to memory.They would know the length

formula as a simple variant of the good old Pythagorean

theorem (bringing the appropriate form forward, as

required, in different problem situations.) 

Rich Learning Tasks and Learning with
Understanding
A rich learning task (like the one above) is typically

structured to give the learner the opportunity to 

engage in an inquiry, investigation, experiment, or 

problem-solving episode. It is through these processes 

that patterns are noticed, connections are made, ideas 

are built, meaning is constructed, sense is made, and

understanding is achieved.

40 CHAPTER 2: SIMON SAYS DO THIS:
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Comparing Rote Learning with Learning with
Understanding
To me a rote-learning episode, like the first example

given, feels like being introduced to a stranger, shaking

hands, and then being obliged to engage the stranger in

awkward small-talk.A learning-with-understanding

episode, like the one in the second example, on the 

other hand, feels more like embracing an old friend 

and comfortably sharing (verbal) intimacies and 

reminiscences.

Students will continually encounter the unfamiliar, the

uncomfortable, and the unknown in their studies. But, a

learning-for-understanding episode will give students the

opportunity to turn the unfamiliar into the familiar, the

uncomfortable in to the comfortable, and the unknown

into the known.A rote-learning episode, a cognitive IOU

from teacher to students, doesn’t provide students with

such an opportunity.

Rote Learning, an Oxymoron
Tom Kieren, recently retired educator and researcher at

the University of Alberta, in conversation with the author

in 1998, defined learning as, ‘bringing forth a world of 

significance with others.’

Consider the first six words of his definition. Before 

anything can be brought forth that has significance for

the learner (or teacher), there needs to be personal

understanding, connections made with the familiar,

41An Indictment of Rote Learning
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ownership, relevance, knowledge of where it comes from,

where it fits, what it does, why it is important, why it

works, how it works, what it leads to, its limitations, its

forms and descriptions in words, images, and notations

that are a part of the learner’s repertoire. Rote learning,

on the other hand, with its lack of concern for meaning,

and with its emphasis on acceptance and the procedural,

isn’t likely to bring forth from students anything more 

significant than questions like, ‘Why am I doing this?’

and ‘What am I doing here?’

Now consider the last part of  Tom’s definition of 

learning.The two words, ‘with others’, suggests 

meaningful interaction.This includes such things as 

communication (in all its forms) to share, give feedback,

encourage, explain, direct, make suggestions, justify, clarify,

summarize, extend, and evaluate.With rote learning the

interaction is far simpler and more direct.The teacher

gives and the student receives.The teacher presents and

the learner (happily, meekly, or grudgingly) accepts.The

teacher (Simon) says “do this” and the student (hopefully)

obeys.The teacher pours and the warm-blooded vessel

(supposedly) fills.

Using Tom Kieren’s language, rote learning, could be

defined as ‘bringing forth a world of insignificance at the

insistence of others.’
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Rote Learning Ignores the Needs of the
Learner
Memory and the processes of memorization and recall

are crucial ingredients in all learning and thinking. Rote

learning uses them in a particularly poor way.With rote

learning, little or no consideration is given to connecting

the new with the familiar, to connecting procedures with

related concepts, to memorizing things in a variety of

forms using language, images, and metaphors that make

sense to the learner and with which the learner is 

comfortable.With rote learning, little consideration is

given to recalling and applying concepts and procedures

in novel settings or in an integrated fashion with other

concepts and procedures.With rote learning, concepts

and procedures are generally placed in isolated slots in

memory and recalled , restated, and applied in situations

that are very similar to given simple example situations.

Students need strategies for storing and retrieving rules

that go far beyond saying or doing something over and

over and over again until it is memorized and then 

recalling it accurately and speedily (often with the aid 

of some awkward mnemonic.)

Rote learning is about accepting, not about 

understanding. Rote learning is about knowing how,

not why. Rote learning is about inculcation, not 

education (Inculcate is a verb meaning, to cause 

someone to accept an idea, to impress by repeated 

statement or persistent urging, to implant, to ingrain,
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... what young children
learn and remember are
things that arise as a
‘natural’ and often 
incidental consequence of
their activities.... Setting
out deliberately to 
commit a body of 
information to memory is
quite a different affair
from such examples of
natural or spontaneous
remembering, where
what is subsequently
recalled is something one
literally handled, attended
to or in some way had to
take cognizance of in the
course of doing a 
practical activity.

Dave Hewitt, 2001,
p 45
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It is nothing short of a 
miracle that modern 
methods of instruction
have not yet entirely 
strangled the holy 
curiosity of inquiry.

Albert Einstein
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to instill. It comes from the Latin inculcare, to trample in 

< in + calx, calcis meaning heel).

Humans are tool making, sense making, tool using, sense

using creatures. It is in our nature to want to understand,

to construct meaning, to be in control of ourselves, to

make sense of the world in which we live. Learners need

to know what it is that makes a thing worthy enough or

significant enough to warrant its own label or to 

warrant it being clearly expressed as a procedure, rule,

or generalization worth remembering. Learners also 

need to develop skills for a life of independence and

interdependence, not slavish dependence. Rote learning

ignores these needs.

Rote Learning is an Ineffective Practice
I think that most teachers already know that rote 

learning is ineffective.Teachers are very familiar with 

students who memorize their math, for example, without

any concern for its meaning and who apply procedures 

in a mechanical unreflective way.These are the students 

who use the area of a rectangle formula to calculate a

perimeter, who often get nine or ten out of ten on a

short quiz and then forget it all over a weekend, who

walk into science class, directly from math class, and fail

to use the needed concept or skill just (rote) learned in

math class.

These are the students who also say, ‘Don’t bother trying 

to get me to understand this stuff, just tell me what to do and 

I will do it.’ These are the students who have trouble 
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... only introduce a word
when the associated
properties are already
established and form the
focus of the students’
attention.

Dave Hewitt, 2001,
p 48
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getting help because they don’t have the language skills

or knowledge of what they don’t know to enter into

such a discussion.

The ineffectiveness of rote learning can be inferred from

the following table, taken from The Third International

Mathematics and Science Study,TIMSS. (‘LESSONS

STATED’ are lessons that emphasize rote learning.

‘LESSONS DEVELOPED’, are lessons where the 

teacher is trying to teach for understanding.) Notice 

that nearly 4/5 of US math lessons involve rote learning,

compared to about 1/5 of the lessons in German and

Japanese classrooms.We all know which of these three

countries scored the lowest on the TIMSS, the US.

Average Percentage of Topics in Eighth-Grade 
Mathematics Lessons that are Stated or Developed

Rote learning is the cause of much reteaching, term after

term, year after year, summer school after summer school,

hired tutor after hired tutor (I find it ironic that teachers

who would have students learn certain things by rote,

because they don’t have the extra time to teach these

things for understanding, are later faced with having to

find this extra time to remediate or reteach these same

rote-learned things.)

Rote learning just doesn’t deliver the goods.
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U.S. GERMANY JAPAN

LESSONS STATED 78 23 17

LESSONS DEVELOPED 22 77 82

Students who memorize
facts or procedures 
without understanding
often are not sure when
or how to use what they
know, and such learning
is often quite fragile.

Bransford, Brown,
and Cocking, 1999
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Rote Learning is an Impediment to 
Problem Solving
Teachers know that many students have weak problem

solving skills.This weakness can be seen in the tests and

exams students write. (Problem solving is generally an

insignificant component.) Look at the seat work and 

homework students engage in. (Most of it is drill,

practice, and relatively low-order application.)

Rote learning has very little (anything?) to contribute 

to the development of problem solving skills. Problems

worth their salt are seldom solved by ‘turning the crank’

on memorized procedures. Problem solving isn’t about

acting in an unreflective mechanical manner. Problem

solving isn’t about accepting. Problem solving, as the

cliché goes, is about what you do when you don’t know

what to do. Problem solving is about understanding. It is

about having the confidence to risk acting upon things.

It is about planning, modeling, conjecturing, testing,

proving, evaluating, and communicating. It is about using

skills in an integrated, purposeful, and creative fashion.

Rote learning, in contrast, is risk free. It is about being

told what is true and about being told what to do.

Learning is often linked to two other things, practice 

and automaticity/ mastery. It is the hope of many 

teachers that,

learning + practice = automaticity/mastery.

For me practice means gaining experience (in using 

concepts, procedures and rules efficiently, accurately,
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effectively, purposefully, and creatively to understand 

situations, make decisions, solve problems, carry out 

investigations and experiments, communicate 

convincingly and clearly, ...) Unfortunately, because that

which is (rote) learned means so little to students, the

practice associated with rote learning must (by necessity)

emphasize simple recall, the mechanical, simple tasks, and

narrow superficial applications.This latter kind of 

experience doesn’t help a student build or refine 

problem solving skills that have value in the real world.

Automaticity in or mastery of the 9x9 table, for 

example, isn’t enough. Students need to know it,

but they must also be able to connect these products 

to a variety of situations involving counting, number 

patterns, geometric arrays, repeated addition,

measurement, comparisons, estimations, the 

fundamental principle of counting, sharing, etc.

and they must be able to use these facts and 

connections to do significant things.

Rote-learning-plus-practice techniques train problem

solvers as well as paint-by-numbers techniques train

artists. People painting by numbers aren’t thinking like

artists.They aren’t behaving like artists.They aren’t 

feeling like artists.And, they aren’t making art.

Painting-by-numbers techniques keep would-be 

artists from becoming artists.

Rote-learning-plus-practice similarly impedes students

from becoming problem solvers.
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‘Simon Says Do This’,

[a watercolour by Marian Anderson,

from the author’s collection]

I would prefer to see the following equation apply

in the classroom.

learning for understanding + problems/inquiry-based experience 

= better problem solvers 

(where learning for understanding = problem solving)

Rote Learning is a Major Source of Anxiety
When material is presented to a student in such a way

that no thought is given to meaning and it is practiced 

in a mechanical non-thinking manner, bad things tend 

to happen to that student.The student likely starts 

experiencing thoughts like the following.

“So many isolated meaningless things to remember!”

“I wish my brain was good enough to make sense of it all”.

“I got perfect on the last test, but I still don’t really 

understand what I’m doing”.

“There’s no choice or flexibility here”.

“I’m not in control”.

48

If these students sounded a
bit sophisticated in their
thinking and approaches,
it is not because they are 
of higher ability, but rather
it is because they were part
of a program that inspired
mathematical reasoning
and problem solving.

Alice Artzt and 
Shirel Yaloz-Femia,
1999, p 124
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“I hope the questions on the test are like the examples,

otherwise I’m lost”.

“I’m afraid to get help and show people how little I really

understand”.

“I don’t feel comfortable with this stuff”.

“I’d drop this subject if it weren’t so important”.

These aren’t the thoughts of just the untalented or 

disenfranchised. I am amazed at the number of ‘strong

math types’, for example, who confess to having had 

similar thoughts in math class (often adding that things

didn’t start making sense to them until grad school).

Students who ‘fall behind’, who can’t cope, are 

often prime targets for rote learning (in the form of

remediation, extra drill, tutoring, summer school, etc.).

I find it ironic that those for whom math, for example,

has so little meaning are especially targeted to receive

more of the same. Surely, in this case, full access to 

reference sheets, calculators and computers would be

mathematically more efficient and psychologically less

damaging.

Rote learning is a significant cause of stress, anxiety, and

loss of self-esteem. Rote learning is a health hazard.
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[anxiety is] the sense 
of disintegration which
occurs when a meaning-
making organism finds
itself unable to make
meaning.

Robert Kegan
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Summary
The main task of teachers is to provide their students

with opportunities to learn, with understanding. Insisting

that students accept truths, solely on the authority of the

teacher, text, or group, is not much of an opportunity 

to learn.

Students will not understand everything that is put before

them. But, students have a right to expect that they will

be given the opportunity to understand everything that 

is put before them.Things that can’t be learned for

understanding by a majority of students in a class should

be shelved until they can be so learned or be presented to

students in the form of ‘initial explorations’.

Rote learning gives students the wrong idea of 

what learning is (the memorizing and practicing of

meaningless rules and procedures), what they as students

are (passive receivers of truth), what teachers are 

(transmitters of truth), and what the subject is (a set of

other people’s truths and procedures to be memorized

and used in a mechanical and unthinking way).
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What is, then, more 
costly, teaching for 
understanding, or 
teaching for 
non-understanding?

Anna Sierpinska,
2001, p 17



Comparison of Learning for Understanding 
with Rote Learning
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Education that consists in 
learning things and not
the meaning of them is
feeding upon the husks
and not the corn.

Mark Twain
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LEARNING FOR
UNDERSTANDING

1. convincing

2. the discipline as a way 
of thinking

3. working with things that
make sense

4. master

5. addresses student needs

6. significant to learner

7. known to be true

8. student active

9. validated by student

10. truth as constructed

11. student-owned

12. wielded powerfully

13. student as rule maker

14. described / explained in 
student language

15. teacher as educator

16. remembered / 
reconstructible

17. grows into being

18. considers student readiness

19. experiential

20. independence / 
interdependence

ROTE 
LEARNING

1. unconvincing

2. the discipline as a 
collection of procedures

3. working with the 
inexplicable

4. slave

5. ignores needs of student

6. significance lost on learner

7. accepted as true

8. student passive

9. validated by teacher

10. truth as presented

11. teacher-owned

12. wielded mechanically

13. student as rule taker

14. described / explained in
teacher language

15. teacher as inculcator

16. often forgotten / 
not reconstructible

17. pops into existence

18. ignores student readiness

19. non-experiential

20. dependence
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Comparison of Learning for Understanding 
with Rote Learning   (Cont’d)
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LEARNING FOR
UNDERSTANDING

21. developed by end 
of lesson

22. minimal reliance on 
memory aids

23. painting without numbers

24. learning via a problem 
solving process

25. connected

26. thorough

27. reading between the lines

28. develop procedures

29. a partnership

30. enlivens the mind

31. enlivens the spirit

32. sense of personal efficacy /
confidence

33. constructivist

34. bringing forth a world of
significance with others

ROTE 
LEARNING

21. presented at beginning 
of lesson

22. reliance on 
memory aids

23. painting by numbers

24. impediment to problem 
solving

25. isolated

26. superficial

27. reading their lines

28. follow procedures

29. master-slave relationship

30. deadens the mind

31. deadens the spirit

32. subject  anxious

33. destructivist

34. bringing forth a world of
insignificance at the 
insistence of others
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One of the big 
misapprehensions 
about mathematics 
[or any other subject] 
that we perpetrate in 
our classrooms is that the
teacher always seems to
know the answer to any
problem that is discussed.
This gives students the
idea that there is a book
somewhere with all the
right answers to all of the
interesting questions, and
that teachers know those
answers. And if one could
get hold of the book, one
would have everything
settled. That's so unlike
the true nature of 
mathematics.

Leon Henkin, 1981,
p 89
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Conclusion
Place thinking at one end of a ‘thinking continuum’.

Walk to the other end of that continuum.There you 

will find rote learning.

Question 1. Select a chapter in a text.What evidence
can you find that suggests the author values learning
for understanding?

Question 2. Under what conditions might rote learning
be justified?

Question 3. Give an example to support the assertion
that problem solving is enhanced by learning for
understanding.

Question 4. Which aspects of problem solving can a 
student be expected to ‘master’?

Question 5. Extend the table, Comparison of Learning 
for Understanding with Rote Learning, shown on
the previous page.

Question 6. Does “direct instruction” imply rote 
learning? Explain.

USING THIS CHAPTER22
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Structuring Learning Tasks For Growth
In this chapter we look at the structure that surrounds and 

supports a learning task and how different structures can 

dramatically effect a task’s potential richness.

Defining Terms
Definition: task, n. - a definite piece of work assigned 

to, falling to, expected of, or taken on by a person

This definition suggests that a learning task possesses 

structure, purpose, and expectations.

When I talk about the structure of a learning task, I am 

referring to the form or configuration of a task, the 

elements that make up the task, and the way in which

these elements are organized.

The structure of a learning task shapes the way students 

work on or through a task. Structure enables (or disables,

encourages, discourages, provides, withholds, imposes,

removes, narrows, broadens, frees, restricts, allows, evokes,

accelerates, directs, indicates, guides, influences, limits, ...) 

student actions (or interactions, experiences, reflections,

imaginings, decisions, questions, tools used, time 

spent, directions taken, communication engaged in,

assessment, ...) 

Some people like to use the terms over-, under-, and 

un-structured tasks. I prefer to talk about tasks as being 

effectively or ineffectively structured.The effectiveness of

BETTER BY DESIGN:33
CHAPTER
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A learning task owes
much of its richness 
to the effectiveness 
of the structure that 
supports it.

Structuring Learning Tasks For Growth

the structure supporting a learning task can be measured

in terms of what the task enables students to do or learn.

Many “guided discovery activities”, for example, are 

ineffectively structured.They are typically big on guiding,

but weak on discovery (i.e. learning). Many purer 

“discovery activities” are also ineffectively structured.

They often suffer because the elements of the learning

task are too loosely organized, or not organized at all,

with the result that students are allowed to do just about

everything and in the process hardly learn anything.

There is a common misconception that rich learning tasks

also lack structure.This is far from the truth. As you will

see in this chapter, a learning task owes much of its richness

to the effectiveness of the structure that supports it.

Introduction
Increasing numbers of learning/assessment tasks are 

appearing in texts, tests, and other resource materials that

‘bring the world into the classroom’ and in so doing ‘add 

relevance and interest’ to learning tasks.This should be a

good news story. But, the way in which many of these

tasks are written/ structured/designed causes me 

concern.They often do deal with interesting things, but

the tasks are structured in such a way that students must

interact with these interesting things in pedagogically

insignificant ways.They do bring the world into the

classroom but they don’t give students the opportunity to

learn how to deal with that world in realistic/ effective/

authentic ways. Such tasks keep students occupied and

active, but there seems to be little significant payoff for
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the time and effort invested. Put simply most of these

tasks, as printed, do not give students the opportunity 

to learn very much of value.They create an illusion of

learning, an illusion of relevancy.At the completion of 

a set of such tasks, students add little to their pool of 

conceptual and procedural knowledge.Their ability to

select, or adapt, tools and procedures and fit them to a 

situation, in a purposeful and integrated fashion, is 

scarcely improved.Their problem solving, reasoning,

critical thinking, and communication skill sets are neither

enlarged nor refined. No progress is made towards 

independence or coming to an understanding of the

nature, beauty, or utility of the subject.Work on such

tasks bring students no closer to, and probably impedes

students from, becoming the enthusiastic, caring,

competent, active life-long learners we want them 

to become.

A Sample Task
The activity,You Are What You Eat, duplicated below, is

one such learning task. It is one of 14 activities that make

up the 6th annual World’s Largest Math Event. (The

event, sponsored by the National Council of  Teachers of

Mathematics, was held on April 28th, 2000.) I selected it

for this chapter because it is representative of the type of

task I am concerned about, because, restructured, it could

become a rich learning task, and because it is a weak task

that unfortunately carries the NCTM’s (undeserved) 

seal of approval. Read through it. Notice how the

Background Information sets the stage for what could be

CHAPTER 3: BETTER BY DESIGN:

Textbooks have become
the de facto curriculum 
of the public schools ...
It is critical that textbooks
stimulate rather than
deaden students’ curiosity
and that teacher manuals
stimulate rather than
squelch teachers’ 
initiative and flexibility.

Harriot Tyson-Berstein,
1988
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a very nice learning opportunity.Then notice how the

Instructions to Teachers section directs the teacher to

squander this opportunity. Notice also that the Teacher

Notes confirm how limited are the expectations for 

this task.

You Are What You Eat.

Background Information

Animals are notorious for having interesting diets and

eating patterns. For example, the grizzly bear is feared for

its size and strength, yet it actually prefers to eat berries

and fruit.And although a polar bear can eat as much as

20 percent of its body weight, it eats only once about

every six days. Here is some information about the

amount of food that seven different animals typically eat.

• A male polar bear can weigh up to 680 kg and will eat as

much as 68 kg in a 30-minute period, about 11 kg of food a

day for energy.

• A vampire bat weighs about 28 g and 

will eat 28 g of food each day.

• The queen bee weighs about 0.113 g but will eat as much 

as 9 g of food each day for energy when laying eggs.

• An average tiger weighs about 227 kg and can eat up 

to 35 kg of meat at one feeding. However, tigers often 

wait up to several days before killing and feeding again 

and need an average of 6.4 kg of food a day for energy.

• An average hamster weighs about 100 g 

and consumes about 11 g of food a day.

Structuring Learning Tasks For Growth

ACTIVITY 8:

cont’d next page
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• An elephant typically weighs 4100 kg and eats about 

180 kg of food a day.

• The average weight of a hummingbird is about 3.1 g,

and it must feed about every 10 minutes throughout 

the day.The hummingbird will consume 

approximately 2 g of food a day.

Teacher Instructions/Student Questions

(a) Have students construct two double bar graphs or picture

graphs where one bar shows the typical weight of the animal

and the other shows the weight of the food the animals need

for energy in a typical day.Two graphs are suggested because

the scale on the graph for the polar bear, tiger, and the elephant

will need to be different from the scale for the smaller animals.

Have students discuss the relative lengths of the double bars

and what they notice.

(b) Which animal eats the most? Ask the students to find the

ratio of the weight of the food needed for energy in a typical

day to the weight of each animal. Express the ratios as 

percents, and compare and discuss them.

(c) Weigh two trays from the school cafeteria - one with a full

lunch meal (without dishes) and one without anything on it -

to determine the actual weight of the eaten by a student at

lunch. If students bring their lunches to school, these lunches

could also be weighed. Calculate the ratio of food weight for

three meals of this quantity to the weight of a “typical”

student at your grade level. How does this ratio compare to

the ratios of the seven animals described in this activity.

CHAPTER 3: BETTER BY DESIGN:

Activity 8 cont’d
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Teacher Notes and Answers

8 (a) Students should notice that the bars for the bee are very

different from the rest in that the queen bee will eat 80

times her weight every day when laying eggs.The vampire

bat eats food equivalent to its total weight in a 20-minute

feeding.This would be comparable to an adult sitting down

at dinner and eating 68 kg of food!

(b) Polar Bear, 1.7; vampire bat, 100 percent; queen bee,

8000 percent; tiger, 2.8 percent; hamster, 11 percent;

elephant, 4.4 percent; and hummingbird, 64 percent.

Although we usually think of elephants as being “big

eaters”, on a relative basis, 180 kg is less than 5 percent 

of their body weight, which is considerably lower than the

percentage of many other animals.

(c) This answer will vary, depending on what is served for

lunch and the grade level you teach.As a rough estimate,

suppose an elementary child eats approximately 0.5 kg of

food at a sitting - well under 2 percent of his or her weight.

Assuming the child eats three such meals each day, about 

4 percent of his or her body weight would be consumed

each day.

An Examination of the Sample Task
The background information for this task, describing the 

eating habits of seven wild animals, has the potential to

be used as part of a rich learning task. But look at the

Teachers Instructions. See how it is intended to be used.

The teacher is directed, in Part (a), to ask students to

construct two double-bar graphs and then discuss relative

Structuring Learning Tasks For Growth
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lengths of the double bars. In Part (b) the student is 

asked to express the ratio of food intake to body mass,

as a percent, for each animal, and to compare and discuss

the ratios. In Part (c) the student is directed to follow a

given procedure to calculate the mass of a meal, use the

results to calculate the food intake of the typical student

in their grade, and then compare this result with the food

intake of the wild animals listed.

The task, as structured, essentially gives students the 

opportunity to demonstrate two technical skills, making

(and interpreting) double bar graphs and calculating (and

comparing) percent. But notice, even these opportunities

are limited.The student is told, in each case, which tools

/skills to select and how to use them. For example, the 

student is directed to make two double-bar graphs, one

for big animals and one for small ones (thus avoiding

problems of scale).The student is also told what each 

bar should represent.

Looking at the Teacher Instructions and Teacher Notes,

students appear to be given little or no opportunity to,

• discuss the background information, hypothesize, and 

get engaged in the task (before graphing and 

crunching percents)

• pose/focus on/answer their own questions 

about the situation

• learn/practice problem-solving skills

• become a more independent learner/decision-maker

• formulate/discuss/defend their personal solution plans

CHAPTER 3: BETTER BY DESIGN:

How can mathematics
teaching become more
educational and less
training?

How can the 
examinations and texts
be made to emphasize 
educational goals, to
which mathematics 
might contribute? 
At present maths in
schools is almost 
entirely a “doing”
subject with 
little “reflective”
possibilities.

Alan Bishop, 1984,
p 41
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• carry out/monitor progress through/revise their 

solution plans

• identify/select/adapt/apply mathematical tools/

procedures appropriate to the situation

• justify/summarize/communicate results

• ask/follow up “what if” questions

• evaluate/revise procedures and results

The actions of the student are far too controlled/

constricted/narrowed/limited/segmented to be of much

value.The task is not structured for student growth.

Too much emphasis has been placed on making the task

‘do-able’ and too little emphasis on making it worth

doing.The task has been structured to ensure that the

student arrives at some conclusions concerning the eating

habits of wild animals and not structured to ensure that

the student gets an opportunity to become more skilled

at being able to draw meaning from/draw conclusions

about/come to a better understanding of such situations.

Students are given too passive a role to play.They don’t

appear to be given much of an opportunity to indulge

their curiosity or put their stamp on the conduct or the

outcome of the investigation.The sample task, in its 

published form, provides experiences that likely 

perpetuate, in the minds of students (and the teacher?),

the feeling that math is something that happens to them

rather than something that happens because of them, that

math is about answering someone else’s questions, that

math is about doing what you are told to do, and 

little more.

Structuring Learning Tasks For Growth

Curiosity is an active
habit – it needs the 
freedom to explore 
and move around and
get your hands in lots 
of pots.

Grace Llewellyn, 1991,
p 31
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The task, You Are What You Eat, implemented in its 

original form, gives students little opportunity to learn or

practice skills that will be of value in life outside of the

classroom. Outside of the classroom, when a student

meets a comparison situation, it is the student who must

be able to come to an understanding of the situation. It is

the student (and not the teacher) who must be able to

identify whether or not percent is a tool that applies to

the situation and, if it does, it is the student (and not the

teacher) who must be able to identify the terms involved,

and, knowing the terms, it is the student (and not the

teacher) who must be able to determine whether an 

estimate or accurate calculation is appropriate, and then

be able to determine the appropriate percentages and use

them to draw pertinent conclusions. It is simply not

enough that a student be able to correctly calculate 

several percentages after someone else has identified ratio

as the concept needed/connected to the situation, after

someone else has selected percent as the preferred form,

and after someone else has determined which terms

should be used in the ratio.

Life outside of school presents people with ‘whole’

problems, bigger tasks. Students need training in working

with bigger tasks.They need experience in solving whole

problems, not just the simplest bits of them.

A student raised on a diet of tasks like, You Are What You

Eat, will act in an unsophisticated ineffective way when

faced with a more significant/authentic task. This

shouldn’t surprise anyone.The student simply hasn’t had

the opportunity to learn to do otherwise.

CHAPTER 3: BETTER BY DESIGN:
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Restructuring the Sample Task
Teachers wanting to rehabilitate and enrich the task,

You Are What You Eat, know that they need to ignore the 

original Instructions and Notes sections and restructure/

redesign the task.

The task needs to be restructured in such a way that it

gives students the opportunity to examine the background 

information, discuss it, come to an understanding of what

is about, and then pose some questions, of their own 

making, that they perceive to be worth answering. In a 

discussion coordinated by the teacher, students would 

ask questions similar to the following:

Q1.Which animal eats the most (in absolute terms and in 
relative terms )? (and the related question, How do you 
compare things involving 2 variables?)

Q2.How much do we eat in a day? (and the related questions,
What do we mean by a typical student? a typical day?)

Q3. How do we compare with the animals listed? 
(Who are we most like? least like?)

Q4. a) What does ‘eating like a bird’ usually mean? 
b) If I ate like a hummingbird, how much would I eat? 

Q5. a) How much would an elephant eat in a day if it ate like 
a queen bee? (How many truck loads, per day, is that?)
b)If a hummingbird ate like an elephant how much 
would it eat? 

Q6.Why do some animals eat relatively little and others eat 
relatively so much?

Q7.How does the amount eaten by cold-blooded animals com-
pare with the amount eaten by warm-blooded animals?

Structuring Learning Tasks For Growth

Although we all started
life with a [Leonardo] 
Da Vinci-like insatiable
curiosity, most of us
learned, once we got to
school, that answers
were more important
than questions. In most
cases, schooling does 
not develop curiosity,
delight in ambiguity, and
question-asking skill.
Rather, the thinking skill
that's rewarded is 
figuring out the 'right
answer' - that is, the
answer held by the 
person in authority, the
teacher.

-Michael Gelb, 1998,
p 65
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These questions could be tackled (as whole problems) 

by students working independently or in small groups.

For example, students could work in small groups on

Question #1, the teacher helping groups to share and

compare methods and findings. Students could then work 

independently on Question #2 (sharing data with 

classmates) and then work, independently, on 1 or more

other questions, of their choice. Some questions could be

assigned as homework, a (multi-discipline?) project, or as a

test question. In Question #1, an emphasis would be

placed on generating, sharing, justifying, evaluating, and

revising solutions and solution procedures. In the other

questions, an emphasis could be placed on explaining,

summarizing and reporting interesting findings. Students

could be given the opportunity to summarize and 

communicate findings in different ways, to satisfy different

tastes, interests, audiences or purposes. Assessment of 

student performance would reflect these emphases.

An important thing to notice here is that both teacher

and students have a hand in the restructuring of the task.

This is characteristic of most (all?) rich learning tasks.

Typically the teacher fixes certain aspects of the task and

allows students a measure of freedom of action within

this fixed structure. Students influence the structure of

the task by such things as their response to the task, the

hypotheses they formulate, the questions they pose, the

targets on which they choose to focus their attention, the

kind and duration of that attention, the tools, resources,

and procedures they select and use, the kind of interac-

tions they enter into, the forms of communication they

choose to use, and the conclusions that they reach.
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Conclusion
The original task is limited and limiting.The task, as

originally structured, has the teacher telling too much,

directing too much, and asking too many of the questions

that more properly should be asked by the student.

The original task is structured in such a way that the

teacher does too many things that are more properly in

the student’s domain to do and does too few things that

are more properly in the teacher’s.

In the restructured task, on the other hand, the teacher

moves away from directing an activity and moves closer

to facilitating an activity.The restructured task is 

significantly richer. It encourages the student to do 

more and, as a consequence, gives the student the 

opportunity to learn more. It is structured for growth.

The restructured task gives students the opportunity to

gain experience using their skills in integrated,

purposeful, and authentic ways to solve a variety of 

problems and, in so doing, helps prepare them for life

beyond the classroom.

structure increases the 
purposefulness of the
activity, helps to focus 
the activity, provides
opportunity for 
assessment, and provides
the occasion to enable
learning to occur ... the
structure of the activity
frees the children to make
decisions and bring forth
behaviors that enable
learning. Without such
structure, learning 
opportunities are 
limited and erratic.

Gary Flewelling and 
Vi Maeers, 1995, p 50
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Question 1. Compile a list of the “elements” that make 
up a learning task. (See page 54, paragraph 3.)

Question 2. What reasons might the authors of the 
task, You Are What You Eat, put forward to justify 
the way they chose to structure the task? 

(See pages 57 and 58.)

Question 3. Select a learning task. In what ways does the
structure surrounding it reduce the potential richness
of the task?

Question 4. Select a learning task. Restructure it to 
make it a richer learning task.
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The Relevance of Learning Tasks
Students need to know that what they are doing is worth doing,

that what they are doing has personal relevance.This chapter

examines what it is that makes a learning task relevant, the 

connection between relevance, motivation and context, and why

relevance is an important issue in the learning process.

Definition
relevant, adj. - bearing upon or connected with the 

matter in hand

syn. - applicable, germane, suitable, fitting

What is the Matter in Hand?
How relevant people find a learning task is tightly bound

up with what they perceive ‘the matter in hand’ to be. If

person A judges the matter in hand to be one thing and

person B identifies the matter in hand to be something

else, each will likely judge the relevance of a given 

learning task (quite) differently.

For publishers of textbooks, software, and related

resources, for example, the matter in hand is,

understandably, the production of resources that people

will buy.This becomes problematic when purchasers of

these resources (or the holders of the purse strings for

these resources) have limited, biased, or outdated views 

of the matter in hand.
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At its best, schooling 
can be about how to
make a life, which is 
quite different from 
how to make a living.

Neil Postman, 1995
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For curriculum policy developers and testing authorities,

the matter in hand is more political than pedagogical. For

them, the matter at hand is satisfying and reflecting the

demands of election promises, colleges, universities,

business, industry and other interest and pressure groups.

This becomes problematic when these groups and 

promises reflect conflicting, biased, or unrealistic views 

of the matter in hand.

For employers in business and industry, the matter in 

hand is, first and foremost, a dedicated, well-trained, and

productive work force.This can be problematic when

education is seen primarily as job training (with an

emphasis on today’s jobs rather than tomorrow’s) and

when employees are seen in terms of job descriptions and

not in terms of unique well-rounded individuals with

lives/talents/needs/aspirations that encompass far more

than their present work.

For parents, the matter in hand is a quality education for

their children.This can be problematic when a quality

education is unquestioningly assumed to be an education

like the one parents themselves received.

For teachers, the matter in hand, broadly speaking, is

teaching their students well.This can be problematic 

when teaching is assumed to be similar to how teachers

themselves were taught.
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We have to try to 
recast the image of a
good [mathematics]
teacher in the eyes of
administrators, employers,
parents and the general
public, so that teachers
are not prevented from
acting as educators by
institutional constraints
and inappropriate 
expectations.

David Wheeler, 1978,
p 52
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For students, the matter in hand is a mix of such 

things as acceptance, security, and doing well in school.

This can be problematic when students have

narrow/incomplete/erroneous views of their areas 

of study and of learning itself.

It is important therefore that we (students, parents, and

teachers; resource,curriculum policy, and test developers;

employers and politicians) reach at least a partial consensus

on just what, in education, is the matter in hand.

To get a clearer and more comprehensive picture of the

matter in hand, we need to examine it from several 

perspectives, all centered on the student.

The Matter in Hand

• Focusing on the whole student, the matter in hand 

is the intellectual, social, physical, and emotional

growth and well-being of the student.

• Focusing on the student as sense maker, the 

matter in hand is learning to use skills in integrated,

purposeful, effective, creative ways, to conduct

inquiries, investigations, and experiments, and to 

solve problems.

• Focusing on the student as learner, the matter in

hand is developing the habits of an inquisitive,

healthily skeptical, positive, imaginative, motivated,

engaged, life-long learner.
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What avail is it to win
prescribed amounts of
information about 
geography and history,
to win ability to read and
write, if in the process 
the individual loses his 
(or her) own soul: loses
his (or her) appreciation
of things worthwhile, of
values to which these
things are relative; if he
(or she) loses the desire
to apply what he (or she)
has learned and above
all, loses the ability to
extract meaning from 
his (or her) future 
experiences as 
they occur.

John Dewey, 1938
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• Focusing on the student as citizen and a member 

of a society, the matter in hand is the development 

of a caring perceptive individual capable of working 

confidently, sensitively, honestly, and effectively, alone

and with others, to participate and thrive in a 

complex, challenging, and changing world.

• Focusing on the student as a responsible 

goal-directed/self-directed individual, the matter 

in hand is developing the knowledge, skills,

sensitivities, habits, and desire to assess situations,

make appropriate decisions, and take appropriate

actions in their everyday lives and to take 

responsibility for those actions.

• Focusing on policy, the matter in hand is an 

effectively/successfully implemented curriculum.

• Focusing on a subject discipline, the matter in 

hand is the student learning (with understanding)

essential concepts and procedures, thinking and

working like a practitioner in the discipline, and,

in the process, coming to a better understanding 

of the nature, pervasiveness, power, and significance,

of the discipline.

The matter in hand is all of these things in 

combination.
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Skepticism is not just a
matter of willingness to
challenge authority ...
It is a determination to
suspend judgment in 
the absence of credible
evidence and logical
arguments ... the 
educational challenge 
is to help students 
internalize the scientific
critical attitude so that
they can apply it in 
everyday life.

National Research
Council, 1989
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A learning task with a strong bearing upon these matters

has significant relevance.A learning task not connected to

these matters lacks relevance, is irrelevant.

Relevance as a Continuum
Some learning tasks may be extremely well connected

with the matter in hand. Other learning tasks may have a

weaker connection or no connection with the matter in

hand.This suggests that relevance is not an all or nothing

phenomenon, but a continuum.This continuum,

however, doesn’t extend from no relevance, at one end,

to extreme relevance at the other.

Some learning tasks may be strongly connected to the

matter in hand but in a negative way. Some learning 

tasks, by the way they are structured and by the way 

the students are required to engage in them, may give

students a false, skewed, or limited view of the discipline

and of learning itself. Some learning tasks, rather than

building bridges, actually build walls between the learner,

the discipline, and their learning.A learning task that fails

to give the learner the opportunity to learn with 

understanding, to indulge their curiosity and imagination,

that causes them to lose confidence, shun risk and 

challenge, fear ambiguity and uncertainty, that deadens

the desire to learn, encourages passivity and uncritical

acceptance, that fails to give them the opportunity to

inquire, investigate, experiment, or problem solve, is worse

than irrelevant, it is anti-relevant. (The learning task, You

Are What You Eat, examined in the last chapter, is an

example of such a task.)
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Give a child a set of 
mathematical problems 
to be solved in ten 
minutes and graded for
accuracy against the 
work of others, and the
resulting performance
may be dismal. Put the
same child in a situation
in which the problems 
are made meaningful, the
same mathematics is
used, and the solutions
matter, and the child’s
performance can soar.

Jeremy Kilpatrick &
Edward Silver, 2000,
p 225
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The relevance of learning tasks found in standard text

books would, unfortunately, probably generate a 

distribution curve somewhat like the following.

Learner Relevance
To be effective, learning tasks must have relevance for the

learner. It must be apparent to the learner that the task

they are facing is connected to the matter in hand, that 

it is worth engaging in, that there is something in it of

significance and personal value. It is a poor investment of

time and effort to involve the learner in tasks that have

relevance that can only be appreciated by the teacher or

gurus of the discipline.

The relevance of a learning task may not be immediately

or fully appreciated at the beginning of a learning task,

but it should be by the end of the task.A 14 year-old 

student won’t be satisfied with statements such as, ‘this

will make sense when you retire’ or ‘you will appreciate

the importance of this when you own a house’. Students

shouldn’t have to take the relevance of a learning task on
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faith. Students shouldn’t have to wait until high school 

for the relevance of elementary school experiences to

become apparent, or until graduate school for the 

relevance of undergrad work to become apparent.

What a student identifies as relevant grows with 

experience. One of the main functions of learning tasks 

is to provide students with experiences that broaden the

learner’s perception of what is relevant.This is an 

important part of coming to understand the 

pervasiveness/usefulness/ power/significance of a 

discipline.

Curricular Relevance
Modern curriculum, reflecting lessons of research and

best practice, describe/support/are compatible with the

matter in hand outlined earlier. Curriculum put forward

visions, expectations, hopes and emphases for the learner,

learning, and the learned. Learning tasks that effectively

address these curricular components have curricular 

relevance.

Unfortunately many learning tasks have only 

nominal curricular relevance. Such learning tasks address

identified concepts and procedures, specific expectations,

but do so in superficial/isolated/abstract/unconnected/

narrow/unmotivated ways. Concepts and procedures too

often are treated as important ends in themselves rather

than as stepping stones to new insights or as additional

new tools to apply to the situation at hand.
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Science is built up with
facts, as a house is with
stones. But a collection of
facts is no more a science
than a heap of stones is 
a house.

Jules Henri Poincare
(1854-1912)
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Learning tasks with nominal curricular relevance reside

near ‘irrelevant’ on the relevance continuum.

Learning tasks can have curricular relevance and yet 

not have relevance for the learner.This occurs when the

learner lacks prerequisite background experiences/

learning or, the opposite, when the tasks needlessly 

reinforce something already understood or mastered.

Learning tasks designed with variable entry and exit 

levels attempt to address these problems.

The trick here is in selecting, designing, or modifying

learning tasks to ensure they have both curricular and

learner relevance.

Relevance and Context
Definition: context, n. - the set of circumstances that 

surround a particular event, situation, etc. (from the Latin,

context(us) - a joining together, con + text, textere - to

plait, interweave.)

Context can allow the learner to see what concepts/

procedures/skills are connected to, spring from, are

embedded in, are applied to and can allow the learner to

understand why they are important, how they are used,

when they used, when they aren’t used, what they can

and can’t do, what makes them significant, what makes

them worth knowing.
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Context can make the relevance of a task manifest.

Context alone, however, cannot ensure the relevance 

of the learning task.The task may be set in a

worthy/appropriate/attention-getting context but 

have little or no curricular relevance.The task may be set

in a novel, practical, interesting context but be irrelevant

because the task didn’t take the level of development/

background experience of the learner into consideration.

The context may appeal to the teacher or expert, but its

significance/value may be lost on the learner.The context

may be real-world, but it may not be the student’s world

and the significance of that world may not (yet, if ever)

be appreciated by the learner.

The teacher’s challenge here is to select, design, or 

modify learning tasks so that they have curricular and

student relevance and take place within a context 

appropriate for the learner.

Contexts should not be chosen from too restrictive a list.

Students should be exposed to a wide variety of contexts,

familiar and unfamiliar, chosen from inside and outside

their culture.This gives the learner the opportunity to

both see patterns of application and connection and, at

the same time, broaden their view of their world.
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What is important is 
what cognitive processes
a problem evokes and not
what real-world trappings
it might have.

Anderson, Reder &
Simon, p 9
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Relevance and Motivation
Definition: motivate, v. to make (someone/oneself) 

want to act

Relevance answers questions like, is it worth learning,

spending time and effort on, making sense of, pursuing,

remembering, sharing, connecting, justifying, talking

about.Answers in the affirmative are powerful 

inducements to the student to act.

Humans come with inbuilt curiosity/inquisitiveness.

They have a desire to understand, be in control,

demonstrate self-efficacy, receive validation and 

self-validate.All of these things predispose them to 

act when they encounter things that are deemed of

value/significance/importance/interest, that is, have 

relevance. Unfortunately many learning tasks discourage

the learner from taking action.These are tasks that are

perceived to be tedious, trivial, insignificant, dull,

mundane, constricting, confounding, in short, irrelevant.

Many other tasks, anti-relevant ones, are far worse.They

discourage the learner from acting in any way but narrow,

limited, lock-step, simple question - simple response ways.

They teach students that curiosity, understanding,

autonomous action, and the like, are not valued parts 

of the learning game.

Relevance is a powerful motivator. But learning tasks can

be motivating/exciting/fun and not be relevant.
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Motivation fuels ...
learning.

Emma Holmes, 1990
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The teacher’s challenge here is to select, design, or modify

learning tasks so that they have curricular and learner 

relevance, take place within a context appropriate for the

learner and that clearly motivate students to act.

Misconceptions About Relevance
Misconception #1

If a learning task keeps students interested/busy/peaceful/happy

(especially in the last period of the week) it is relevant.

This is less about relevance than it is about entertainment,

survival, and providing a student-sitting service.

Misconception #2

A learning task needs to be in a real-world context to be 

relevant.

Many questions could be asked here.Whose world are 

we talking about? Which world are we talking about? 

the consumer world? the industrialized world? the 

developing world? the adult world? the child’s world? 

the world of imagination? yesterday’s world? today’s

world? tomorrow’s world? the world of mathematics?

music? art? ...What should be real/authentic is the way 

in which the students engage in a learning task and in 

the way they use their knowledge.They should be in

ways that will have value/use to a person throughout

their life in whatever world they will live.
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Misconception #3

If a task uses scientific truths, it is relevant.

A learning task might refer to, for example, the velocity

of an object falling from rest, in a vacuum, on earth and

provide students with the equation v = 9.8 t , where v is

measured in m/s2 and the acceleration, due to gravity, is

approximately 9.8 m/s2 and expect students to use this

equation even though at the time they have little or no

understanding of the concepts behind the equation.

Misconception #4

If it uses technology it is relevant. If it uses newer technology,

it is more relevant.

Newer technology usually means limited history of 

use, uncritical/superficial acceptance and use, and an 

unrealistic belief in its effectiveness as a learning tool.

Relevance doesn’t reside in the technology, but in the

way it is used.Too often technology means pulling 

electronic rabbits out of electronic hats leaving the

observer-learner to puzzle over the significance of it all.

Older tools and materials still have significant roles to

play. Often a partnership of old and new make for better

opportunities to learn than either alone can provide. In

mathematics, for example, paper-folding and dynamic

geometry software make a potent blend.
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I believe that the 
motion picture is 
destined to revolutionize
our educational system
and that in a few years 
it will supplant largely,
if not entirely, the use 
of textbooks.

Thomas Alva Edison,
(1847-1931)
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Relevance and Rich Learning Tasks
Through rich learning tasks not only do students get the

opportunity to learn for understanding the concepts and

procedures of a discipline, they learn what it feels like to

act like a practitioner in that discipline (mathematician,

scientist, author, artist, ...), how to think with the

tools/methods/habits of mind/perspectives of that 

discipline, they learn about the nature, pervasiveness and

power of the discipline, more importantly, learn how to

learn, and, most importantly, develop the habits/

motivation/desire to learn throughout their life (in and

outside of school.)

Rich learning tasks are designed to have a direct bearing

on ‘the matter in hand’.They are designed to provide the

learner with highly relevant learning experiences.

Conclusion
Before a student engages in a learning task, they need 

and deserve to know why they are doing it, know that it

is worth doing, and know that it has personal relevance.

Elaine Simmt (U.Alberta) talks about the importance of

the student ‘knowing that their knowing has implications.’

Relevant learning tasks give promise to the learner that

the effort they invest in these tasks will indeed have 

significant positive personal implications.
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Habit (is) the 
intersection of knowledge
(the what to and why),
skill (the how to) and
desire (the want to).

Stephen Covey, 1989
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Question 1. How does your view of ‘the matter in hand’
compare with the one put forward in this chapter?
(See pages 69 and 70.)

Question 2. Differences in perception of ‘the matter in
hand’ manifest themselves in many negative ways in
education. Identify some of these ways.

Question 3. What would the relevance of learning tasks
distribution curve look like for a text with which you
are familiar? (See page 72.)

Question 4. How well does your curriculum policy
reflect ‘the matter in hand’ identified in this chapter?

Question 5. Design a learning task with ‘variable entry
and exit levels.’ (See page 74, Curricular Relevance,
paragraph 2.)

Question 6. Select a text and a chapter in that text.
How many of the tasks have been embedded in an
appropriate context?

Question 7. Select a context-less learning task. Invent 
a context into which the task can be placed.

Question 8. What would be your nomination for a 5th
misconception? (See page 78.)
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... studies suggest that 
it is not so much a 
cognitive deficit that
causes pupils' abstention
from sense-making when
doing arithmetic word
problems in a typical
school setting. To the 
contrary they are acting
in accordance with the
"rules of the game"
which they believe to 
regulate the interactive
ritual in which they are
involved.

De Corte, Verschaffel,
and Greer, 2000, p 68
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Assessing Student Performance
In this chapter we examine a critical issue, the assessment of 

student performance on learning tasks.

Introduction
It was Socrates who said, ‘the unexamined life is not

worth living.’What he said for a life can also be said for 

a learning task.A learning task that lacks an assessment

component to tell students what is expected, what

counts, what they have learned and how well they have

learned it, what they can do and how well they can do it,

what they still don’t know, where they are at, how much

they have grown, how successful they are, and what they

need to do to improve, is not worth doing.

The Purpose of Assessment
It’s worth remembering that the primary two-fold 

purpose of assessment is the improvement of learning 

and instruction.

Definitions
Assessment, n. - the process of gathering evidence about a

student and making inferences from that evidence.

Evaluation, n. - the process of determining the value or

worth of something, on the basis of careful examination

and judgment.
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Evaluation should be used
not only as a judgment of
student’s progress but
also as a springboard for
instruction.

Elizabeth Badger, 1992 
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The figure below shows the link between the two.

The thermometer is an assessment instrument.

The data collected represents the assessment of a 

patient’s temperature over a 12- hour period.

And the doctor’s evaluation? “The patient

did have a minor fever at the beginning of the

day, but it’s back to normal now.”

Evaluation is a vital component of assessment.A mark in

a book, for example, is meaningless until its significance 

is understood, until the message is communicated and

acted upon.

What Does A Rich Assessment Task Let 
Students Do?
A rich learning task is also a rich assessment task. Such 

a task not only gives students the opportunity to learn 

it also gives them the opportunity to demonstrate, to 

themselves and others, what they have learned, what 

they can do, and what they consider to be important.
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TIME TEMPERATURE

08:00 38.5oC

12:00 38.1oC

16:00 37.5oC

20:00 36.7oC
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More specifically, these tasks give the learner the 

opportunity to demonstrate,

• how well they understand concepts and procedures 

associated with a discipline;

• how well they can use their repertoire of knowledge

and skills (discipline and cross-discipline), in an 

integrated, purposeful, and creative fashion, to conduct

inquiries, investigations, and experiments and to solve

problems;

• how well they can explore, plan, model, formulate,

manipulate, transform, infer, justify, monitor, interact,

use tools, communicate;

• how well they can act like a practitioner in the discipline;

• the thinking and working habits they have developed, and 

• the attitudes they possess concerning themselves as

learners and the discipline itself.

What Does a Traditional Assessment Task 
Let the Teacher Assess?
In contrast to a rich assessment task, a traditional test often

limits assessment to the recall of facts, definitions, and rules

and to the simple application of simple procedures.

The trouble with this kind of assessment is that although it

tells you something useful about a student, it tells so little.

It doesn’t say enough.We need to know much more.A set

of spelling tests, for example, may tell the teacher that
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"Can you do addition?" 
the White Queen asked.
"What's one and one and
one and one and one and
one and one and one and
one and one?" "I don't
know," said Alice.
"I lost count."

Lewis Carroll 
1832-1898
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Student A is a spelling marvel, but it will never tell the

teacher if Student A has the set of skills needed to 

communicate effectively in writing, if they value written

communication, or they will choose to communicate in

writing when it is appropriate to do so. Often, traditional

assessment tasks look at one or two skills in isolation and

fail to look at how well the student can use these skills in

combination with other skills to do things worth doing.

An Assessment Task is More Than an 
Assessment Task
An assessment task is far more than an opportunity for

learners to demonstrate what they know, can do, and 

consider important. It is also an opportunity, for the

teachers, through what they assess and how they assess,

• to clearly indicate to their students just what their
teacher considers to be important, what they value,
just what (as discussed in the last chapter) is ‘the matter
in hand’;

• to motivate students and provide feedback;

• to help students clarify their thinking and make 
connections;

• to broaden and clarify the student’s (and teachers and
parents) view of the discipline, their role as a learner, the
role of the teacher, and the role of their co-learners;

• to help the student better understand the pervasiveness,
connectedness, usefulness, significance of the discipline in
the world in which they live;

• to determine the extent to which program/instruction
needs to be modified to meet student needs.
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Assessment Tasks and Their Meta-Messages
If students are given a steady diet of short-answer/

fill-in-the-blanks drill sheets to assess what they know

and can do, they are being told that the subject is 

essentially about

memorization simplicity routine procedures

unconnected things quick recall knowing

other’s questions being correct certainty

automatic response

In contrast, if students routinely work with rich 

assessment tasks, they are being told that the subject 

they are studying has a lot to do with

challenge finding out modeling

justifying uncertainty conjecturing

creating proving complexity

testing connecting disproving

ambiguity revising integrating

arguing exploring gathering evidence

monitoring demonstrating investigating

organizing autonomy generalizing

experimenting applying confirming

understanding thinking transforming

questioning communicating imagining

reflecting making decisions interacting

planning patterns clarifying

empowering
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Test those capacities 
and habits we think are
essential, and test them
in context. Make them
replicate, within reason,
the challenges at the
heart of each academic
discipline. Let them be
authentic.

Grant Wiggins, 1989

Authentic assessment
should engage the 
student in challenges 
that represent the ‘tests’
likely to face them as 
professionals, citizens,
or consumers.

Grant Wiggins, 1991
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Gathering Evidence
Rich assessment tasks give students the opportunity 

to demonstrate many beliefs, attitudes, understandings,

and skills, and many ways of thinking, working, and 

interacting. Rich tasks are complex.The actions they

evoke from the learner are correspondingly varied and

complex. Not surprisingly, many assessment strategies are

needed to capture the message being sent by the learner

as they engage in such tasks.

Evidence needs to be gathered in many ways and at 

different times throughout an assessment episode. Many

skills and habits are only apparent as their work on a task

unfolds.The student’s final product at the end of a task 

doesn’t indicate the thinking (or lack of it) that has gone

into the making of this product.To gather evidence on

these things requires the teacher to observe the student 

as they work alone and with others.These observations

can be recorded in anecdotal form or on observation

checklists. Often the teacher has to listen to the student 

as the student talks their way through part of the task, as

they interact with their co-learners, or as they engage 

in interview with the teacher.Teachers can only identify

some of the student’s conceptual, procedural, and 

attitudinal strengths and weaknesses as their work on 

a task unfolds.
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Student output at the end of a task, the final product,

is another important source of assessment information.

It can come in many forms, such as, a written report,

a verbal communication, a picture, a model or some 

combination.

Samples of student’s best work can be kept and updated

in a portfolio and provide another assessment source.

Samples of student work are a significant aid in 

communication (especially with parents).

Students can use journals and diaries to self-evaluate and

reflect on their learning.

One piece of evidence is rarely enough. Emphasis 

needs to be placed on putting together a growing body 

of evidence, of different types, gathered over time, in 

different ways, from a variety of assessment tasks.
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One piece of evidence 
is rarely enough.
Emphasis needs to be
placed on putting 
together a growing body
of evidence, of different
types, gathered over time,
in different ways, from 
a variety of assessment
tasks.
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Levels of Performance
Student performance on a rich assessment task isn’t an 

all or nothing/got it - haven’t got it/did it - didn’t do it

phenomenon. One student can come to a task as a novice,

with limited background experience, few skills and limited

understanding of relevant concepts.Another student can

act on the same task with much more sophistication. Each

student performs differently, generating significantly 

different responses, at different levels.

Performance can be described at a number of levels,

four being typical.

Level 1: student as novice/getting introduced to a new

idea/below ministry standard

Level 2: student as apprentice/getting familiar with the

message/approaching ministry standard

Level 3: student as craftsperson/got the message/

achieving ministry standard

Level 4: student as master craftsperson/getting a more

nuanced message/above ministry standard

Rather than thinking of Levels 1 & 2 in negative terms,

it is more productive to think of performance at lower

levels as stages through which a learner passes on the 

way to understanding and proficiency.

The following table (adapted from Flewelling, Lind,

Sauer, 2000, pp xvii-xviii ) lists common expressions 

used to describe levels of performance.
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Level 1 - novice

Level 2 - apprentice

Level 3 - craftsperson

Level 4 - master 
craftsperson
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Common Expressions Used to Describe Levels of Performance
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DIMENSION LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Assistance considerable assistance moderate assistance independent independent, 
assists others

Breadth narrow moderate broad very extensive

Clarity confusing some confusion clear precise

Completeness incomplete some omissions thorough complete and extended

Complexity simple moderately complex complex very complex

Consistency inconsistent some inconsistencies consistent highly consistent

Dependence dependent on others partial dependence independent teaches others

Depth superficial moderate depth substantial depth profound

Development undeveloped developing developed highly developed

Difficulty easy moderately difficult challenging very challenging

Effectiveness ineffective moderately effective effective highly effective

Error major flaws some errors minor errors generally error-free

Experience inexperienced limited experience experienced widely experienced

Focus unfocused divided attention focused highly focused

Frequency rarely sometimes frequently usually/always

Innovation copy some difference creative highly creative

Organization disorganized partially organized organized highly organized

Skill limited skill some skill skilled highly skilled

Success unsuccessful limited success successful highly successful

Systematization random some evidence of a plan systematic highly systematic

Understanding no/limited some understanding understanding insight 
understanding



Rubrics
A rubric tells people how work will be evaluated.

A rubric for a given assessment task is a set of 

guidelines/criteria/rules that,

• rate student performance (answering the student’s

question “How well did I do?”)

• tell students what various levels of success on a task

look like

• indicate what students have to do to reach or exceed

expected standards 

• indicate what students have to do differently to be

more successful

• indicate the task’s important curriculum links 

(outcomes/expectations) 

• indicate the task’s important cross-curricular links

The information contained in an assessment rubric is

important to the learner.They should be aware of its

contents before they begin their task. Student access to

rubrics encourages self- reflection and self-assessment of

their work and thinking. Knowing ahead of time what

success on the task looks like, gives them a clearer target

to shoot at. Increasing the understanding of the occasion

increases the chances that the learner will rise to it.
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Increasing the 
understanding of the
occasion increases the
chances that the learner
will rise to it.

Assessment should be 
a means of fostering
growth toward high
expectations.

Assessment Standards,
1995
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Rubrics and Metacognition
Metacognition, thinking about one's thinking,

plays an extremely important role in learning, thinking

and problem solving. Good thinkers and problem solvers

reflect on their actions, the consequences of their actions,

what they know, what they don't know, the implications

of what they know and don't know, the tools, strategies

and procedures they have used or need, the resources

available to them, what does or doesn't need changing,

how productive or effective is a certain method or line of

inquiry, the accuracy or quality of their work, how their

work can be improved, what needs to be communicated,

how should it be communicated, etc. Rubrics, by their

nature, are an important source of metacognitive 

guidance. Rubrics provide students with advice about

(and reminders of) some of the important things they

need to touch on as they reflect on their thinking,

actions and work throughout a learning, inquiry,

investigative or problem-solving episode.

Sample General Rubrics
The following two tables are examples of general rubrics.

The first rubric is intended to act as a guide to help

teachers generate task-specific rubrics.The second rubric

is just the first rubric written in student language.

It is intended to help guide student response and to

help students assess their own work.

(These rubrics are found in Flewelling, Lind, Sauer, 2000,

pp xiv-xvii.)
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By providing 
opportunities for 
students to evaluate,
reflect on, and improve
their own work, teachers
help students become
independent learners.

National Council 
of Teachers of
Mathematics, 1995,
p 43
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Rubric for Identifying Student Levels of Performance
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Knowledge 1. conceptual no/limited understanding incomplete understanding 
knowledge of concepts of concepts

2. procedural limited knowledge of incomplete knowledge 
knowledge steps in procedure steps in procedure

Connections 3. linking concepts limited understanding partial understanding
& procedures of procedures of procedures

4. linking concepts & has difficulty making needs encouragement 
procedures to the world connections to make connections

Problem Solving 5. problem needs assistance to partial understanding 
understanding understand problem or task of problem or task

6. solution plan needs assistance to select needs some assistance to select
appropriate strategy from appropriate strategy from
limited number of strategies limited set of strategies

7. applying concepts,  needs assistance to apply applies procedures/strategies in
procedures, strategies given procedure or strategy situations of moderate difficulty

8. self-monitoring no/little reflection on solution reflects on solution processes
& reflection process or reasonableness of or reasonableness of conclusion

conclusion when asked

Reasoning 9. conjectures makes unsupported statements, supports assertions/conclusions
& arguments illogical arguments with evidence, when encouraged

10. questioning skills has difficulty formulating needs encouragement to
clarifying questions formulate clarifying questions

11. explanatory skills no/incomplete explanation of gives incomplete explanation of 
idea, strategy, or solution idea/answer/solution

Communications 12. interaction avoids/resists interacting to with encouragement/assistance,
share ideas/strategies interacts to share ideas/strategies

13. reading, listening, needs assistance to gain gets partial understanding from
input skills understanding from written/spoken input

written/spoken input

14. reporting/ needs assistance to needs some assistance to
output skills communicate solution communicate solution processes/

processes & results in oral, results in oral written or other
written or other forms forms of reporting
of reporting

Technology 15. selection & limited skills in the selection inconsistency in selection and
use of tools and use of appropriate tools use of appropriate tools

Attitude 16. risk taking seldom takes risks/lacks takes risks when encouraged to
confidence do so takes risks; acts confidently

17. motivation & requires encouragement by may need encouragement to 
perseverence others to complete task complete task

18. attitude anxious/uncomfortable with narrow and inconsistent 
subject despite encouragement valuing of subject

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2
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LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

(from Gage Mathematics Assessment; Grades 3 & 6, 
Gage Educational Publishing Company, 2000

reasonable understanding deep understanding 1. conceptual  Knowledge
of concepts of concepts knowledge

knows steps in high level of procedural 2. procedural 
procedure knowledge knowledge 

understands procedures deep understanding of procedures 3. linking concepts Connections
& procedures

makes and describes makes and articulates 4. linking concepts &
connections insightful connections procedures to the world

comes to understand problem complete and insightful 5. problem Problem Solving
or task independently understanding of problem understanding

selects/develops effective strategy, selects, develops, and analyses 6. solution plan
evaluating strategy when encouraged highly effective strategies

applies procedures/strategies to solve applies, often creatively, procedures/ strategies 7. applying concepts,
problems of reasonable difficulty to solve (often) complex/non-routine problems procedures, strategies

reflects on solution process and monitors progress of solution and 8. self-monitoring
reasonableness of conclusion reflects on implications; often & reflection

generalizes solutions

makes convincing arguments, makes convincing/alternative 9. conjectures Reasoning
makes/tests conjectures arguments and insightful conjectures & arguments

formulates clarifying asks “what if” or extending 10. questioning skills
questions questions

gives complete explanation gives complete and compelling 11. explanatory skills
of idea/answer/solution explanation of an idea/answer/solution

interacts to share ideas and initiates interaction to share 12. interaction Communications
strategies; uses feedback and create ideas/strategies

gains effective understanding gains understanding/insight 13. reading, listening
from written/spoken input from written/spoken input input skills

clearly communicates solution communicates solution 14. reporting/
processes and results in oral, processes and results precisely output skills
written, or other forms of and persuasively in all forms
reporting of reporting

proficient in the selection sophisticated skills in 15. selection & Technology
and use of appropriate tools selection and use of tools use of tools

takes risks; acts confidently enjoys taking risks, seeks challenges 16. risk taking Attitude

self-motivated; enthusiastically self-motivated, motivates 17. motivation &
perseveres in task others; shows commitment perseverence

values and enjoys subject excited by subject 18. attitude

Teacher’s Rubric
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How Am I Doing?

94 CHAPTER 5: HOW AM I DOING?:

What I Know 1. Do I understand I don’t really understand I understand the ideas
the ideas? the ideas. a little bit.

2. Do I know all the I need help to remember I know some of the steps.
steps to do something? all the steps.

Making 3. Do I understand the I don’t really understand I sort of understand what
Connections steps to do something? what I’m doing. I’m doing

4. Do I connect what I I need help to connect what I sometimes can connect
know to the world? I know to the world. what I’m doing to the world.

Solving 5. Do I understand I need a lot of help to I understand some parts 
Problems the problem? understand the problem. of the problem.

6. Do I think of I need help to come up I come up with a plan if I have
a plan? with a plan. a bit of help.

7. Do I follow I can carry out a bit I carry out some .
my plan? of my plan. of my plan

8. Do I check my work? I don’t usually review my work. I review my work when my 
teacher asks me to.

Reasoning 9. Do I give good reasons I don’t give any reasons for my I give a reason for my answer 
for my answers? answers. when I’m asked.

10. Do I ask good questions? I don’t know what questions to ask. I ask questions, sometimes.

11. Do I explain my ideas well? I need help to explain my ideas. I explain some of my ideas.

Communications 12. Do I work well with others? I don’t share or take part. I share ideas and take 
part if I’m asked.

13. Do I read and listen well? I need help to read and listen. I read and listen pretty well.

14. Do I report my? I need help to report I make simple reports.
ideas well? my ideas.

Using 15. Do I pick the right tool I need help to choose the Sometimes I use
Technology and use it well? right tool and help to use it. the right tools.

My Attitude 16. Do I try out new ways I don’t like trying out new things. I will try a new way of doing 
of doing things? things if I’m asked.

17. Do I make myself I’m not interested in finishing I do my work to please 
finish my work? my work. my teacher.

18. Do I like what I’m doing? I don’t like what I’m doing What I’m doing is okay..

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2
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Student’s Rubric

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

I understand I understand the ideas 1. Do I understand What I Know
the ideas. very well. the ideas?

I know all I know all the steps and 2. Do I know all the steps 
the steps. some shortcuts. to do something?

I understand what I understand what I’m doing 3. Do I understand the steps Making
I’m doing. and can help others. to do something? Connections

I connect a lot of what I make lots of great connections 4. Do I connect what I know 
I know to the world. from what I know to the world. to the world?

I understand the I understand the problem 5. Do I understand Solving
problem. really easily. the problem? Problems

I come up with a I come up with a really 6. Do I think of
good plan. great plan. a plan?

I carry out my I carry out my plan 7. Do I follow my plan?
whole plan. very well.

I review my work very I review my work carefully, and 8. Do I check my work?
carefully. think about better ways to do it.

I give good reasons for I give great reasons for 9. Do I give good reasons Reasoning
my answers. my answers. for my answers?

I ask good questions. I ask really good questions. 10. Do I ask good questions?

I explain my ideas clearly. I explain my ideas in an 11. Do I explain my ideas well?
interesting way.

I share and take part well. I help make the group  12. Do I work well Communications
work better. with others?

I read and listen well. I read easily and listen hard. 13. Do I read and listen well?

I report my ideas clearly I make awesome reports. 14. Do I report my ideas well?
and completely.

I use the right tools to I use variety of tools with 15. Do I pick the right tool Using
complete the task. lots of success. and use it well? Technology

I like to try out new ways I love trying new 16. Do I try out new ways My Attitude
of doing things. ways of doing things of doing things?

I keep trying. I like to keep trying and 17. Do I make myself finish
getting others to try too. my work?

I like what I’m doing. I love what I’m doing. 18. Do I like what I’m doing?

(from Gage Mathematics Assessment; Grades 3 & 6, 
Gage Educational Publishing Company, 2000
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Learning/Assessment Dimensions
Rich assessment tasks give teachers the opportunity to

assess in at least the following seven learning dimensions.

Knowledge:

Students need to understand the essential ideas/concepts

of the discipline, connect them to previous learning, talk

about them in their own language, connect and adapt

them to their world, provide examples of them.They 

also need to know the steps to carry out important 

procedures (sometimes called rules, algorithms, or recipes).

Some of these procedures are short and simple, like the

procedure for calculating the average of two numbers.

Other procedures are longer and more complex, like the

general procedure for conducting an inquiry.

Connections:

It is important that students be able to connect the steps

of a given procedure with its underlying concepts. Only

then will the steps in a procedure make sense. Only then

do students stand a good chance of  being able to use

these procedures effectively and creatively in new 

situations.As well, it is important that students are also able

to connect their knowledge to the world around them.

Problem Solving:

Here problem-solving means much more than solving,

for example, word problems in mathematics. It means, as

the cliché goes, students knowing what to do when they

don’t know what to do.
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Traditional 
learning 
tasks usually 
over-emphasize 
the knowledge 
dimension.
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The problem-solving process is broken down into four

steps. Understanding the problem situation includes 

problem posing.Working out a solution plan includes

making decisions about methods and designing suitable

strategies. Carrying out the plan includes selecting,

adapting, and applying appropriate concepts, procedures

and strategies. Reflection includes monitoring progress,

checking reasonableness of answers and considering the 

implications of their results.

Reasoning:

In experiments, investigations and inquiries, students need

to able to make, take, or revise conjectures, confirming or

refuting their truth based on evidence and convincing

argument.They also need to be able to explain, clarify,

and justify their ideas, strategies and solutions and ask 

appropriate questions.

Communications:

Students need to be able to interact effectively with 

others, get meaning from various forms of input, and

communicate clearly and effectively in a variety of forms.

Technology:

Students need to be able to select appropriate tools 

and use them effectively to solve problems, think, and

communicate.

Attitude:

Students need to develop working/thinking habits and

attitudes that will prepare them to be life-long learners.
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Example Tasks and Rubrics
The following sample tasks and their rubrics were chosen

to illustrate a variety of points concerning the assessment

of student performance.The specific rubrics used in these

examples are simple, illustrative examples, only.

Rubrics needn’t be used with large significant tasks only.

Simple easily understood/communicated rubrics, like

those in the first two examples, needn’t be written out,

just carried in the head.

A Problem by French Novelist Gustave

Flaubert, 1821-1880

Since you are now studying geometry and trigonometry, I will

give you a problem.A ship sails the ocean. It left Boston with 

a cargo of wool. It grosses 200 tons. It is bound for Le Havre.

The mainmast is broken, the cabin boy is on deck, there are 

12 passengers aboard, the wind is blowing East-North-East,

the clock points to a quarter past three in the afternoon. It is 

the month of May. How old is the captain?

Level 4: enjoys the joke

Level 3: correctly identifies that no answer is possible,

due to lack of information

Level 2: needs some assistance to understand the 

problem (with the problem)

Level 1: needs assistance to understand the problem 

(with the problem)
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Rubrics needn’t be used
with large tasks only.
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EXAMPLE 1:



Rubrics can be applied to the widest range of assessment

tasks, including simple traditional quizzes.

A Quiz

Teacher gives an oral/1- minute/10-question quiz of 

multiplication facts. Eight of the questions relate to facts to 81.

Two questions relate to facts beyond 81.The curriculum 

expectation is that students be able to recall multiplication 

facts to 81.

Level 4: scores 9/10 or 10/10 [above expected 

standard]

Level 3: scores 8/10 [the standard expected]

Level 2: scores 5/10 to 7/10 [approaching expected

standard]

Level 1: scores less than 5/10 [below expected standard]

Two students can each receive a perfect score on, for

example, a traditional test of basic arithmetic skills.And yet

their performance on the same rich assessment task, that

requires the application of some of these arithmetic skills,

can be extremely different. Student A may have limited

success understanding the situation associated with the

assessment task, may not, without assistance, be able to

identify appropriate steps to be taken in the associated

inquiry/investigation/experimentation/problem solving

process, have difficulty selecting, integrating, and applying

concepts and procedures connected with the situation,

have limited success justifying or revising conclusions,

have limited success in effectively communicating their

conclusions. Student B may have few, if any, such problems.
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Rubrics can be applied 
to the widest range of
assessment tasks.
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EXAMPLE 2:



The next example is not an ‘authentic’ task. It is basically

just an arithmetic question with words.

(This typical middle school math text question appeared

on the front page of the New York Times.)

Buying Running Shoes

“Will is saving his allowance to buy a pair of Nike shoes that

cost $68.25. If Will earns $3.25 per week how many weeks

will Will need to save?”

Level 4: • identifies assumptions, correctly solves problem 

based on these assumptions, checks answer

Level 3: • correctly solves problem (21 weeks of saving 

needed), checking answer

Level 2: • needs some assistance to identify appropriate 

operation ( solution may include an arithmetic 

error ), needs encouragement to check answer

Level 1: • needs assistance to understand and 

solve problem

The next example is a richer version of the last example.

Compared to Example 3, it is a more authentic task.

The thinking used in Example 4 is closer to thinking that

is used outside of school. Example 4 opens a bigger and

clearer window on the learner because it gives the learner

a greater opportunity to demonstrate the use of a much

larger skill set.

The number of criteria listed in a rubric depends on

what the task best lends itself to assessing and on what

the teacher wishes to evaluate.
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I have tried to create a
list of “known” results
that can be agreed on by
cognitive psychologists,
math educators, and
researchers relying on 
information processing
models:

1. Students cannot solve 
non-routine problems.

2. Student errors are 
not random or 
capricious; they are
reasoned.

3. In particular areas,
we have documented
misconceptions and 
alternative 
conceptions.
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EXAMPLE 3:



Buying Running Shoes (enriched version)

“Will wants to buy new Nike shoes that cost $68.25.Will

plans on saving money from his allowance to buy them. He gets

an allowance of $3.25 per week.

1. Do you think Will’s plan for getting the shoes is a good one? 
Justify your answer.

2. Suggest a better plan. Explain why you think your plan is better. 

Level 4: • gives convincing, mathematical and 

non-mathematical, justification for their 

answer to #1,

• describes a plausible (and original) 

alternative plan, clearly demonstrating its 

superiority to Will’s plan

Level 3: • gives an adequate justification, both 

mathematically and non-mathematically,

for their answer to #1

• describes an appropriate alternative plan,

satisfactorily explaining its superiority to 

Will’s plan

Level 2: • provides some justification for their answer 

to #1

• describes a slightly altered plan, needs 

encouragement to demonstrate its 

superiority to Will’s plan

Level 1: • provides little justification for their answer 

to #1

• needs assistance to devise an alternative plan
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4. Students rely on 
memorization and 
imitation to learn
math.

5. Students possess 
weak strategies for
approaching problems,
including difficulties in
representing problems,
in generalizing, in
abstracting, and in
plugging in numbers.

6. Students hold 
conceptions of math
which impede the
development of
processes; they focus
on getting answers,
manipulate blindly,
and see mathematics
as an alien, formal 
system on which they
have no claim.

7. Students are 
unaccustomed to
thinking about their
own thinking 
processes.

Jere Comfrey, 1989,
p 39
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The next example gives students the opportunity to use

two sets of skills, interpreting graphs and communicating

ideas in writing.Where integration of skills should be

involved, teachers and students often over-emphasize

some skills and under-emphasize others.This adversely

affects the quality of the final product and squanders an

opportunity for the learner to get better at purposely

using skills in an integrated and more effective way.

Subject integration can have a down-side. Unless 

expectations surrounding a task are clear, growth in 

one subject area is often sacrificed to growth in another.

In the following example, math loses out when writing is 

over-emphasized, and writing loses out when math is.

Sharing the following rubric with students will help 

them realize that integrating both of these skill sets will

generate better levels of performance on this task.
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Crime Statistics

The crime statistics shown were originally 
presented at a press conference by the 
chief of police of a large city.

Suppose that you are a reporter. File a 
one-paragraph story to your paper (or TV 
or radio station) based on these statistics.

Level 4: • makes full, accurate, and effective use of 

crime statistics to support their 

one-paragraph story

• highly original, informative, well-written 

report, clearly meeting the paper’s 

requirements

Level 3: • makes accurate and effective use of crime 

statistics to support their story

• informative, well-written report, meets 

paper’s requirements

Level 2: • makes some appropriate use of crime 

statistics

• report contains some errors, story has 

limited effectiveness, marginally supported 

by given statistics

Level 1: • needs assistance to make appropriate use 

of given statistics

• report uninformative, incomplete, contains 

errors, does not meet paper’s requirements
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The number of criteria
listed in a rubric depends
on what the task best
lends itself to assessing
and on what the teacher
wishes to assess.
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The next and last example is very much richer than the

previous example.The task was designed principally to

address the following curriculum expectation (in Gr 9

Geometry).

formulate conjectures and generalizations about geometric 

relationships involving two-dimensional figures, through 

investigations facilitated by dynamic geometry software,

where appropriate.

Sharing the accompanying rubric with its performance

criteria should help students engage with the task more

productively/successfully than they would without this

information.

Some teachers need to translate work on such tasks 

into numerical scores, for reporting purposes. Notice 

that numerical values have been assigned to each 

statement in the rubric.They can be used to assign a

numerical (or letter grade) to a students performance 

on this task.The numerical values given to each 

criteria will depend on the performance level and the

importance the teacher wishes to assign each. In this

rubric the numerical score would be out of 20.

Notice parts of the student’s performance in this 

example were at the different levels and that they

achieved a numerical score of 16/20, an A.
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Polygons and Their Offspring 

(Flewelling & Sinclair, 2000)

Investigation 1:

A Triangle and Its Median Offspring

1. Construct and label a triangle, using 

The Geometer’s Sketchpad.Also construct 

and label the 3 medians in this triangle.

2 Construct a second triangle, using the medians 

you constructed in #1 as its 3 sides.

3. Predict how these two triangles will compare.

Check your predictions using Sketchpad tools.

4. How does your answer to the last question change if you

start with a different triangle? Check by dragging the original

triangle into different shapes.Write a report summarizing

your findings, using words, pictures, and numbers.

Investigation 2:

A Triangle and a Different OffspringTriangle

1. What other line segments 

could you have possibly used 

in this investigation instead of 

medians? Brainstorm some ideas.

2. Investigate one of the ideas you brain 

stormed.Write a report on your findings,

using words, pictures, and numbers.
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Investigation 3:

A Square and Its Median Offspring

1. The first investigation didn’t have 

to be about triangles and medians.

Carry out an investigation, like the 

first one, only this time start with 

a square.Write a report summarizing 

your findings, using words, pictures 

and numbers.

Investigation 4:

A Quadrilateral and an Offspring Quadrilateral

1. Predict the result you will get if you start with a different

kind of quadrilateral (rectangle, parallelogram, kite, rhombus,

or general quadrilateral.) Conduct an investigation to 

test your prediction.Write a short report summarizing 

your findings.
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Level 4: • [5�] skillfully uses The Geometer’s 

Sketchpad tools to make necessary 

constructions and measurements 

• [5] report, accurate, clear, and comprehensive

making sophisticated use of words, diagrams 

and numbers 

• [5] makes insightful conjectures

• [5] initiates and successfully conducts 

original investigations in Investigation #2 

and #4

Level 3: • [4] proficiently uses The Geometer’s 

Sketchpad tools to make necessary 

constructions and measurements 

• [4�] complete and accurate report, making 

effective use of words, diagrams, and 

numbers

• [4�] makes at least one appropriate 

conjecture

• [4] needs minimal assistance to initiate and 

successfully conduct own investigation in 

Investigation #2 and #4

Level 2: • [2 or 3] needs some assistance to effectively 

use The Geometer’s Sketchpad tools to make

necessary constructions and measurements 

• [2 or 3] limited success making conjectures

• [2 or 3] accurate incomplete report, using 

words, diagrams, and numbers

• [2 or 3�] needs some assistance to initiate/ 

conduct own investigation in Investigation 

#2 and #4
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Level 1: • [0 or 1] needs assistance to effectively use 

The Geometer’s Sketchpad tools to make 

necessary constructions and measurements 

• [0 or 1] needs assistance to make an 

appropriate conjecture 

• [0 or 1] needs assistance to make adequate 

report using words, diagrams, and numbers

• [0 or 1] has difficulty initiating investigation 

in Investigation #2 and #4

Conclusion
Half of the value of a rich learning task is found in the

doing.The other half is found in the assessing.
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Question 1. What are some of the important 
cross-disciplinary skills that all students need?

Question 2. Which working/thinking habits are of value
in your discipline?

Question 3. Study a specific learning/assessment task.
What meta-message does it deliver to the student? 

Question 4. Select a learning task. Use the sample 
general rubrics to help you write a rubric, specific 
to this task, in language appropriate to students.

Question 5. Select a task.Which of the sub-dimensions
listed in the sample general rubrics does this task 
particularly lend itself to assessing?

Question 6. Design an assessment task that lends itself to
assessing many of the sub-dimensions listed in the
sample general rubrics. Identify these sub-dimensions.

Question 7. Select an assessment task.Write an 
appropriate assessment rubric for it. Now use it.
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Assessment is the 
guidance system of 
education.

Mathematical Sciences
Education Board, 1993
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Assessing the Richness of a Learning Task
This chapter summarizes most of the important points made

about rich learning tasks in the previous five chapters.The 

summary takes the form of two Learning Task Evaluation

Charts.The charts are designed to be used by teachers,

curriculum/resource/test developers, and interested others.

The charts can be used to help the user evaluate the richness 

of a specific learning task and identify aspects of the task in 

need of modification.

Measuring the Richness of a Learning Task
The richness of a learning task should be measured 

in terms of what it invokes, evokes, and provokes. In 

other words, the richness of a learning task should be

measured in terms of what it tells the student, what it

brings about, what it elicits or draws forth from the 

student, what feeling, desires, or activity it stirs or 

arouses in the student, and what it allows or 

encourages the student to do, achieve and learn.

Using the Charts
The chart on the following page lists 25 aspects that

influence a learning task’s richness.The list isn’t 

exhaustive and there is overlap between many of the

aspects.The list is, however, varied and comprehensive

enough to ensure that a given task will receive a fairly
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The richer a task the
greater the opportunity
for the student to 
learn and demonstrate
learning.
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careful examination. (Those who are put off by the

length of this list are reminded that its length reflects 

the complexity of the richness issue.)

Each aspect is written in a short form that the reader

must imbue with appropriate meaning. For example,

Aspect 22. Balanced Actions, discussed in Chapter 1,

directs the user to consider if the actions listed in Aspects

16-21 are encouraged in an appropriate balanced way

(e.g. manipulation not over-emphasized, communication

not under-emphasized), while Aspect 12. Op-Understand,

directs the user to consider how good an opportunity the

task gives the student to learn with understanding.

The user has the option to check each aspect as OK

(well-addressed by the task) or FIX (in need of change).

Those interested in a numerical score can rate each 

aspect with a score between 0 and 4 and generate a 

richness score out of 100. Space is provided to allow

appropriate comments to be made opposite the aspects

that warrant them.

The second 'short' evaluation chart, presented in an 

un-annotated working copy on page 113, and an 

annotated version on pages 114 and 115 is simply a 

practical, more manageable, 9-point short form of the 

first chart.When evaluating and revising learning tasks,

most task evaluators will want to use this chart.

111Assessing the Richness of a Learning Task
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Learning Task Evaluation Chart
TASK:

( ❑ ✔ - OK    ❑ ✘ - FIX ❑ 01234 - Score)

❑ 1. Curricular Relevance 

❑ 2. Student Relevance 

❑ 3. Structure

❑ 4. Context

❑ 5. Student Engagement

❑ 6. Authenticity

❑ 7. Flexible Entry Level

❑ 8. Performance Rubric

❑ 9. Op - Problem Pose 

❑ 10. Op - Problem Solve

❑ 11. Op - Inquire/Investigate/Exp’t

❑ 12. Op - Understand

❑ 13. Op - Imagination

❑ 14. Op - Creativity

❑ 15. Op - Interact

❑ 16. Op - Explore

❑ 17. Op - Model/Formulate

❑ 18. Op - Transform/Manipulate

❑ 19. Op - Conclude/Infer

❑ 20. Op - Argument/Proof

❑ 21. Op - Communicate

❑ 22. Balance of Actions

❑ 23. Extensions/Enrichment

❑ 24. Op - Reflect on Learning

❑ 25. Op - Self-Evaluation
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Learning Task (Short) Evaluation Chart
TASK:

❑ 1. Curricular Relevance

❑ 2. Student Relevance/Context

❑ 3. Structure

❑ 4. Student Engagement/Motivation

❑ 5. Individual Differences

❑ 6. Performance Rubric

❑ 7. Op - Sense-Make (Inquire/Investigate/Exp’t/Problem-Solve/Problem-Pose)

❑ 8. Op -  Self-Evaluation/Reflect on Learning

❑ 9. Teacher Involvement
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Learning Task (Short) Evaluation Chart 

(❑ ✔ - OK    ❑ ✘ - FIX)

❑ 1. Curricular Relevance

- addresses specific and general curriculum expectations
- supports vision/emphases of curriculum

❑ 2. Student Relevance/Context

- student has prior  experience/knowledge to engage successfully 
with task

- connected to something of significance/personal value

❑ 3. Structure

- appropriate scaffolding
- adaptable
- enables learning/sense-making

❑ 4. Student Engagement/Motivation

- opportunity for student to take ownership in task 
- learner autonomy within framework set by teacher
- intrinsic interest

❑ 5. Individual Differences

- flexible entry level
- students with different experiences/learning styles/knowledge, able to 

engage task and have opportunity to learn
- quantity/nature of process and product may vary according to 

individual differences
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❑ 6. Performance Rubric

- indicate what students have to do to achieve expected standard
- guides student action
- encourages self-assessment/monitoring

❑ 7. Op - Sense-Make (Inquire/Investigate/Exp’t/
Problem- Solve/Problem-Pose)

- op - demonstrate understanding of inquiry/investigation/
experimentation/problem-solving processes

- authentic use of knowledge/op - learn with understanding
- explore/model, formulate/transform, manipulate/conclude, infer/argue,

prove/communicate 
- op - use of imagination/intuition/creativity/ 
- op - extensions/ ‘what if ’s’

❑ 8. Op -  Self-Evaluation/Reflect on Learning

- make connections
- monitor progress 
- op -revise/improve
- op -engage in  follow-up activity 

❑ 9. Teacher Involvement

- in motivating task/interaction/class organization/implementation of 
task/use of resources/assessment ...
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Evaluating and Enriching a Sample Learning
Task
In this 3-part section you are introduced to a sample

learning task, its richness is assessed (using the dimensions

listed in the short evaluation chart on page 113), and

(based on this assessment) a richer alternative task is 

presented. (The sample task, entitled  “Fire and Ice”, first

appeared as part of  The World’s Largest Math Event 7,

held on April 27, 2001 and sponsored by the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics. For WLME 

activities visit www.nctm.org/about/wlme)

SAMPLE LEARNING TASK:

Fire and Ice

The world’s most frequently visited amusement parks are located

in such places where the weather allows them to be open all year.

The following tables list the monthly high and low temperatures

and rainfall at Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida and 

Laronde Park in Montreal, Quebec. Laronde Park has 

considerably fewer visitors than Walt Disney World, although 

it does make the top-50 list for park attendance in 

North America.
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MONTREAL

ORLANDO

Month

January

February

March

April 

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Average 
High (˚C)

21

22

25

28

31

32

33

33

32

29

26

22

Average 
Low (˚C)

10

11

13

16

19

22

23

23

23

18

14

12

Average
Rainfall (cm)

5.6

7.4

8.4

5.6

10.2

18.8

19.8

16.0

14.2

7.1

4.6

4.6

Month

January

February

March

April 

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Average 
High (˚C)

-6

-4

2

11

18

23

26

24

19

12

5

-3

Average 
Low (˚C)

-14

-12

-6

2

8

13

16

15

10

4

-2

-11

Average
Rainfall (cm)

7.1

6.6

7.1

7.4

6.9

8.4

8.6

9.1

8.4

7.6

8.9

8.6

Temperatures and Rainfall  
in Orlando Florida

Temperatures and Rainfall 
in Montreal, Quebec
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Fire and Ice:

Notes to Teachers

a) Have students select one table and make a double bar graph

on paper or on a graphing calculator to show the temperature

changes for that location over time.Ask them to describe the

graph and explain what they see.

b) Have students determine the median and the range of the

high and low temperatures. Students might compare the range

of average highs for a year with the range of temperatures for

a given day.

c) High school students who are studying periodic functions can

generate a mathematical model to represent the changes in

temperature by using a sine curve.

d) Have students draw bar graphs of the Orlando and Montreal

rainfall data, displaying the month on the horizontal axis

and the average monthly rainfall on the vertical axis.

Students can determine the median and range of the 

rainfall for the year. (They are actually finding the ‘medians

of means’ here.) Ask them to compare this graph with that 

of average temperatures in a).

e) Have students graph the average high and low temperatures

and rainfall for your location and compare the features of the

local graph with that of the Orlando park or the Montreal

park.What generalizations can be made about the graphs of

high and low temperatures?
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EVALUATING SAMPLE LEARNING TASK:

Fire and Ice

1. Curricular Relevance

• students have sufficient experience in constructing
and interpreting bar graphs and calculating averages
and ranges of data (emphasis needs to be placed on
giving the student more experience in carrying out
full investigations in which they have reason to use
these tools)   

2. Student Relevance/Context 

• weather statistics for geographical locations is a
suitable context, especially if it involves comparisons
of student’s home location with other places in the
world. Two parks is too restrictive.

• expand to include influence of geographical location 
on temperature and precipitation

• project could be integrated with geography or 
environmental studies class

3. Structure

• too great a focus on student answering 
teacher posed questions, carrying out too 
many teacher-mandated actions

• allow student more opportunity to question, 
discuss, search, come up with a variety of 
hypotheses/questions
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4. Student Engagement/Motivation

• need to get student focusing on situation, making
conjectures, establishing need to find out

5. Individual Differences

• little accommodation for individual differences

6. Performance Rubric

• absent/add description of criteria for success

7. Op - Sense-Make
(Inquire/Investigate/Exp’t/P.S./P.Pose) 

• to great an emphasis placed on the mechanics 
(making bar graphs, calculating medians/ranges)

• need to discuss situation, make initial predictions,
gather data to support/refute predictions/
conjectures/hypotheses, tell a story, unravel 
a mystery, play scientist  

• investigation should result in student able to 
make and justify generalizations in a report, using
appropriate statistical tools/language/graphs/pictures 

8. Op - Self-Evaluation/Reflect on Learning

• absent/needs to be built into task

9. Teacher Involvement

• too much directing

• need teacher involvement compatible with facilitating
an investigation
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DESIGNING A RICHER TASK:

Weather Patterns Around the Globe

Setting the Stage:

Teacher involves students in a discussion on local 

weather (perhaps prompted by a storm, hot/cold spell,

wet/dry spell, weather-related cancellation/accident, ...)

What’s normal/typical/average for this time of the year?

Students are then challenged to (quickly and roughly)

sketch their estimate of what local normal highs would

look like when graphed, month-by-month, over the year.

(This is extended to include average low temperatures

and precipitation levels.) Several students are given 

the opportunity to share their estimates and rationale 

for same.
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Introducing Important Tools/Resources:

Students are given the opportunity to search for 

local weather data on the Internet and use this data 

to check the accuracy of their graphs.

(WorldClimate www.worldclimate.com and 

Weatherbase www.weatherbase.com are two of a 

number of websites that offer weather data for tens 

of thousands of places throughout the world.) Teacher

leads a discussion on how average/normal/typical 

monthly figures in these data bases are (likely) arrived at.

Temperature ranges and patterns are also discussed.

Making Predictions/Asking Questions/Hypothesizing:

Teacher refocuses discussion to predicting how their local

weather compares to other places in the world.

In small groups, students are directed to identify (10?) 

different places, widely spaced over the globe, predicting

how the weather (both temperature and precipitation) 

in these places might compare with their local situation

(Students have access to atlases.)  For each place 

identified, students are challenged to provide reasons for

their predictions. For example, Orlando Florida probably

has higher average temperatures than Montreal because

Orlando is closer to the equator. Hypotheses 

generated could be expressed as assertions or questions

(e.g. ‘Average temperatures increase as you get closer to the 

equator’ or ‘Does the distance from the equator 

affect average temperatures?’)
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The teacher directs  groups to list the hypotheses and

questions their discussion generates.

The teacher gives student the opportunity to share 

some of their more interesting findings and the 

hypotheses and questions that these findings spawned.

The teacher facilitates a sharing of lists, creating a class 

set of hypotheses and questions, for example,

• ‘Is precipitation higher as you get closer to a pole?’

• ‘Do mountains affect the amount of precipitation?’

• ‘Average temperatures are lower for sites at higher 

elevations.’

• ‘Where would you expect to find temperatures similar 

to those found locally?’

• ‘Can you figure out the length of growing seasons from

weather data?”

• “How do temperature patterns differ between the northern

and southern hemispheres?”

• “Where do you expect to find arid zones?”... )

Investigating:

The teacher directs students to pick at least one of the

hypotheses or questions that interests them and to carry

out an investigation, using the web to gather data from a

variety of locations in the world to support/refute/modify

the hypothesis or to provide an answer to the question 

posed. Students in a group could share the work of 

collecting data.
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Summarizing/Reporting:

Individual students summarize their findings in a  

report, using words, graphs, and pictures.The teacher

shares criteria describing the qualities of a successfully

written report, for example,

A successful report will:

❑ make effective use of graphs

❑ be mathematically accurate

❑ present data of sufficient variety, quantity, and quality 

❑ make effective and correct use of mathematical/statistical
language

❑ have conclusions that are supported by data

❑ be attractive, well organized, well-written, interesting,
convincing, complete, original 

Some students could be given an opportunity to share

their findings with the whole class.

Assessing:

The teacher assesses student reports using criteria shared

with students.

The task Weather Patterns Around the Globe is far richer

than the original task Fire and Ice. If Fire and Ice were

likened to an apple, Weather Patterns Around the Globe

would be far more than a bigger and better apple.

It would be more like a bowl of fruit providing the 

student with more choice, more to eat and more 

taste experiences.
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Conclusion
The richer a learning task the greater the opportunity 

for the student to learn with understanding, to use their

knowledge to make sense, and to develop the habits,

attitudes of a life-long sense maker. It is incumbent 

upon the teacher, therefore, to involve their students in

the richest learning tasks possible.This implies that the

teacher must be able to determine the richness of a 

candidate learning task and, when it is found to be 

insufficiently rich, be able modify it in ways that will

make it so.

125Assessing the Richness of a Learning Task

Question 1. Select a learning task. Use the (short) 
evaluation chart to help you evaluate its richness.

Question 2. Evaluate the richness of a learning task.
Suggest ways in which the task can be made richer.
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Ten Essential Conditions for Learning 
In this, final, chapter we examine ten ‘essential conditions 

for learning’, how their presence in a classroom can increase 

the richness of a learning task, and how their absence can 

diminish it.

Rich Learning Tasks
Teachers want to provide their students with rich 

learning tasks, that is, provide their students with 

opportunities to:

• learn with understanding,

• connect their learning to the world in which they live,

• use their knowledge in new, effective, efficient,

sophisticated, integrated, powerful, playful, creative,

and purposeful ways,

• demonstrate their learning, knowing what they 

know and don’t know, and, in general,

• bring forth a world of significance with others.

Ten Essential Learning Conditions
But, providing students with a comprehensive set of 

curriculum-related rich learning tasks is not enough.

Successful teachers understand that, before their students

can engage profitably in any learning task, they need to:
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... growth itself cannot 
be commandeered, it 
can only be nurtured 
and encouraged by 
providing a suitable 
environment. Growth
occurs, it is not made.
Within a growth 
model, all that human 
intervention can do 
is to discover the best
conditions for growth 
and then try to meet
them. In any given 
environment, the 
growing organism 
develops at its own 
rate ...

Ursula Franklin, 1990,
p 27
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• be motivated, be engaged in their work, and take

ownership in their own learning

• be comfortable, confident, and secure,

• be active,

• stay focused and on topic,

• work well independently,

• work well interdependently,

• be productive,

• achieve closure,

• experience success, and

• monitor their progress and reflect on their experiences

and learning.

This list identifies ten essential conditions for learning.

It is not an exhaustive list (students showing up regularly

to class, a classroom led by a knowledgeable, sensitive,

and dedicated teacher, and access to necessary

hardware/software/print/human resources are three

examples of other essential learning conditions) and 

the conditions listed do not exist in isolation from one

another.These conditions may not be ‘essential’ if all the

teacher wants to do is involve their students in rote 

learning or drill exercises. But, they are essential if the

teacher’s goal is to enable students to take good advantage

of the learning opportunities afforded by rich learning

tasks and to learn with understanding.
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The activity of a teacher
is relevant to the extent
that it causes students to
engage in activities they
would not otherwise
engage in.

Anderson, Reder &
Simon, p. 14



Why Are They Essential?
Well-realized in the classroom, the presence of these 

conditions increases the richness of the learning 

experience. Students who are well-motivated, engaged 

in their learning, confident, focused, active, able to act

independently and interdependently, productive,

successful, and who are able to achieve closure,

monitor their progress, and reflect on their learning,

get more out of a learning task because they willing,

able, and encouraged to put more into it.

When these conditions are poorly-realized, the 

opportunity to learn is diminished and potentially rich

learning activities are rendered anaemic and ineffective.

When these conditions are absent or poorly-realized 

students put little into the learning task and in turn 

get little out.Without these conditions, the oasis called

classroom becomes a ‘dead zone’ incapable of supporting

significant positive learning experiences.

Learning involves interaction.The interaction can be

between the learner and the learning task, between the

learner and himself or herself, and between the learner

and co-learners (including the teacher).The quantity 

and quality of learning that takes place is dependent on

the quality of this interaction.And the quality of this

interaction depends in great part on the richness of the

learning activity and the degree to which the essential 

learning conditions, discussed in this chapter, are present

in the classroom.
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The primary aim of ...
teachers cannot be to
promote ... growth [in a
subject], although that is
certainly one worthy goal.
Rather, the primary aim of
every teacher must be to
promote the growth of
students as competent,
caring, loving, and 
lovable people.

Nel Noddings, 1993,
p 159 
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There is a strong correlation between learning and time

spent on task. Students engaged in rich learning tasks,

in classrooms where these ten essential conditions for

learning are firmly in place, are very likely to spend 

more (quality) time on task than students engaged in 

less rich tasks or on tasks where these conditions are

absent or weakly present.

Introducing the Tables
It is important, therefore, that a teacher not only provide

their students with rich learning tasks but also provide the

learning conditions that support work on these tasks.The

following tables, one for each of the ten conditions listed,

are designed to help the teacher provide these conditions.

Each table contains two sets of indicators. One set of

indicators characterizes a classroom in which the 

identified condition is strongly present.The other 

set of indicators characterizes a classroom in which the

condition is either absent or weakly present.The teacher

can use these tables to help them do three things, namely,

identify how well each condition has been realized in

their classroom, identify specific deficiencies associated

with each condition, and identify courses of action to

correct these deficiencies.
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The learning 
environment should 
support the student’s
quest for understanding,
proficiency, control,
satisfaction and  power.

Gary Flewelling, 2002
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Conclusion
Society prospers when its schools graduate enthusiastic,

caring, competent, and active life-long learners. Schools

have their best chance of graduating this kind of student

when they put their students into environments where

the essential conditions for learning are manifest, where

the teachers are knowledgeable, sensitive, and committed,

and where the learning tasks are rich.

Question 1. For each of the essential learning conditions,
identify one thing you could do in the classroom to
improve that condition. Use the tables to help you

answer this question.
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If students are to engage
in these curriculum 
materials authentically,
teachers must invigorate
classrooms; model 
problem solving; explore
relevant contexts; and
allow students time to
create, discuss, refute,
hypothesize, and 
investigate. In other
words, teachers must 
create dynamic classroom 
environments in which
students are allowed to
take ownership of the 
discussions at hand.

Frykholm & Pittman,
2001, p 218
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Intellectual ‘work’ is 
misnamed; it is a pleasure,
a dissipation, and its own
highest reward.

Mark Twain

Teachers can hardly play
their role in building up 
a democratic and just
society if they do not 
foster democratic and 
just behaviors.

Ubi D'Ambrosio, 1990

The sense that I am a 
different person, that I
have a different way of
looking at things, that 
I have a different amount
of control over things, is
very exciting and is a
result of educating my
awareness. I believe this
sense of personal growth
to be the greatest and
most effective form of
motivation in the class-
room, and yet I fear that
many students experience
it too rarely within their 
[mathematical] lessons.

Dave Hewitt, 2001,
p 39

Ten Essential Conditions for Learning

WELL-REALIZED

• agenda related to activity understood and
appreciated by learner/set in cooperation
with learner/no hidden agenda

• learner perceives subject as something 
that happens ‘because’ of them 
(learning with understanding, 
sense making, ...)

• initial exposure to/exploration of situation 
kindles  fire/curiosity/emotional 
engagement in the mind of the learner

• motivation/commitment/passion  
long-lived (because student understands
situation,  its significance, ...)

• student perceives the task as “worth
doing”

• student motivated through the intrinsic 
interest of the task and the value they
place on the activity

• student motivated by task as it unfolds

• problem situation accepted as the 
student’s

• student has freedom to act within a 
framework set by teacher

• teacher routinely encourages, directs,
assists, confirms, animates, inspires, 
challenges, discusses, shares, clarifies,
models (behavior of a good problem-
solver), demonstrates, articulates, reflects,
assesses, celebrates growth and diversity

• assessment criteria understood by 
student/often negotiated 

POORLY-REALIZED

• too much of agenda set by teacher and 
unappreciated by learner/parts of agenda
may be hidden

• learner perceives subject as something
that happens ‘to’ them (rote learning, 
listening to teacher transmit the truths of
the subject, copying notes,...)

• no time given to initial exposure/
exploration of situation (like trying to 
light a log with just a match)

• motivation fleeting (because of lack of 
understanding of situation and its 
significance) 

• teacher alone perceives task as “worth
doing”

• student motivated through external
rewards (“no homework tonight if ...”) 
or by things unrelated to the activity itself

• student motivated to reach end of the task

• problem situation remains essentially the
teacher’s 

• teacher exercises too much control 
throughout the activity

• teacher routinely directs, demonstrates,
assists, articulates, assesses

• assessment criteria set by teacher/
non-negotiable/frequently not shared 
with student

Condition 1: I want my students to be motivated, to be engaged in their
work, and take ownership for their own learning.
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I teach what I know,
and that is, to 
subordinate teaching 
to learning.

Caleb Gattegno, 1980
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WELL-REALIZED

• students willingly accept challenge 
of a task they perceive to be 
worth doing

• students (and teachers) feel 
comfortable with the unfamiliar 
and the unpredictable

• an investment of time and effort is made
to develop a sense of community in the 
classroom (where people are safe to take
risks, safe to have successes and failures,
where differences are respected, where 
individuals are respected regardless of
their strengths, weaknesses, preferences
and habits of mind)

• students given time to make considered
responses

• student learns to anticipate/seek out 
challenges; enjoys the “thrill of the chase”;
challenge, uncertainty, ambiguity, choice,
error, assessing strategies and alternatives
all perceived and appreciated as a normal
part of the problem-solving process

• teacher models practices of a good 
problem-solver/risk taker 

• criticism directed toward task on which 
people are working

•‘personal’ best is significantly acknowledged

POORLY-REALIZED

• more emphasis is placed on making the
task “do-able” than on making the task
worth doing

• over-emphasis on the familiar/predictable
to avoid anxiety from the
unfamiliar/uncertain

• the need to develop a sense of community
in classroom is ignored or undervalued

• students given insufficient time to make 
considered responses

• under-emphasis on experiences dealing
with challenge, uncertainty, the flawed,
the incomplete, error, choice/alternatives

• teacher “knows all the answers” before
going into the activity and demonstrates
exemplary /polished solutions to 
problems

• criticism directed towards people as they
work on learning task

• ‘competitive’ best is highly praised

Condition 2: I want my students to feel comfortable, confident, and 
secure as they learn.
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how different this type 
of ... task was from their
regular classroom work,
one [student] explaining
that “you actually have to
do things”, while another
observed that “you have
to notice things”.

Nathalie Sinclair, 2001,
p 29
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Young children are active 
individuals who construct,
modify, and integrate
ideas by interacting 
with the physical world,
materials, and other 
children. Given these
facts, its clear that ...
learning ... must be an
active process.

NCTM, 1989, p 17

WELL-REALIZED

• students actively involved 

• students involved in a balanced/integrated
set of actions, including exploration, 
modeling, formulating, manipulating,
transforming, concluding, inferring, and
communicating

• students encouraged (often required) 
to make integrated/authentic use of 
multi-discipline and cross-curricular 
skill set  

• actions result in broadening of experiences
that result in refining skills, making 
connections, ...

• action is purposeful and linked to 
curriculum objectives

• time always taken to summarize/
verbalize/clarify/justify/make 
understandable/make connections/
communicate/record/ apply the 
messages contained in the activity

• students have the time to reflect on
work/experiences/alter actions/
revise/switch to more productive 
avenues of activity

POORLY-REALIZED

• students passively involved

• students involved in a narrow set of
actions  focusing on recall, computation,
and following set procedures

• students uses primarily subject-specific
skills and concepts

• action without growth, learning, or new 
connections being made

• action but often not purposely linked to 
curriculum (e.g. carving a pumpkin
because it is Halloween, rather than 
using Halloween as a context for 
achieving curriculum-related objectives
through the carving of a pumpkin)

• so active that little time given to/left for 
reflection, making connections, making 
explicit the messages to be justified/
verbalized/recorded/clarified/understood

• students often rush past opportunities to
reflect/alter actions/revise/switch to other
more productive avenues of activity 

Condition 3: I want my students to be active.
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WELL-REALIZED

• students involved in identifying target on
which  to focus 

• appropriate time allowed to focus on 
activity (often in more than one episode,
in and outside of classroom)

• focus on the essentials

• opportunity to brainstorm, speculate,
explore, consider alternatives

• both convergent and divergent thinking
emphasized

• focus maintained by motivation, 
understanding of task’s purpose and 
significance, interest generated by work on
task, an appropriate structure within which
student has freedom to act

POORLY-REALIZED

• teacher identifies the target on which 
student will focus

• length of time focusing on activity 
longer/shorter than needed 

• focus on superficial

• too narrowly focused 

• convergent thinking emphasized

• lack of understanding of task’s purpose or 
significance (“Why are we doing this?”),
focus maintained by too highly structured
activity (many small steps, answering
teacher/text- posed questions), 

Condition 4: I want my students to stay focused and on topic.
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The art of teaching is the
art of assisting discovery.

Mark Van Doren
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WELL-REALIZED

• working independently means that 
students have significant autonomy
(because they are sufficiently skilled ) to
guide many of their own actions within 
the  structure of an activity

• teacher fosters independence

• internal locus of control 

• tasks are structured to foster  growth of 
students towards the goal of becoming 
independent life-long learners 

• students given the opportunity to exercise
an appropriate degree of independence 
to make choices and  judgments, to 
self-monitor, to choose courses of 
action, to select appropriate forms of 
communication, ... 

• working independently includes having the
freedom to involve others in their learning
(to brainstorm, get and give feedback,
monitor progress, ...)

• students have sufficient autonomy
to engage in an activity in a way that 

accommodates their individual 
differences

POORLY-REALIZED

• working independently often 
corrupted/narrowed to mean 
working/struggling alone

• teacher is over-protective

• external locus of control

• students  given tasks that are highly 
structured (many small questions, fill in 
the blanks, small steps requiring little 
complex thought, “painting by numbers”,
like over-refined food that looks good but
has little nutritive value,...)

• working alone means being very 
dependent on the teacher or  text to 
ask most of the questions

• importance placed on minimizing 
interaction/working without disturbing 
others, including the teacher (seen as 
good for big classes, busy teachers, 
teachers with weak subject background,
classes where sense of community is 
weak and motivation is low)

• students are expected to reach similar 
goals in similar ways

Condition 5: I want my students to work well independently.
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Seek first to understand,
then to be understood.
This is the key to 
effective interpersonal 
communication.

Stephen Covey. 1989,
p 237
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WELL-REALIZED

• students are given the opportunity to
become skilled at dividing up a task
amongst a group, learning how and 
when to work with others

• individuals in group given opportunity 
to become skilled at such things as, 
brainstorming, identifying appropriate
questions that require answering, 
coming up with and assessing  
procedures, discussing findings, 
communicating results in an 
effective way

• students learn to take on many roles 
within the group

• students chooses appropriate  
times (and lengths of time) to work 
with others

• input sought, considered, discussed and
respected, from all members of group

• the individual within the group is assessed

POORLY-REALIZED

• the teacher divides a task/assigns roles
amongst a group

• group  given such things as task/questions
to be pursued, procedures to be used,
form results to be communicated in, etc
.

• too much emphasis is placed on roles 
within a group (e.g. recorder, reporter,
facilitator)

• students work with others (or alone) at 
inappropriate times ( and lengths of time)

• individuals suffer from the tyranny of the
majority/rejected by peers

• the group is assessed

Condition 6: I want my students to work well interdependently.
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WELL-REALIZED

• students produce things of  
“high-value”/significance 
(poses/solves significant problems,
designs/conducts/reports on 
investigations/experiments, makes 
new connections, ...)

• work on task sufficient to allow 
students to achieve  learning outcome 
( with understanding)

• both product and process emphasized

• work on task gives students experiences
upon which learning can be based/skills
can be refined, related to curricular 
objectives

• results of effort expressed in many 
forms (verbal, written, model, ...)

• quantity and nature of product can vary
according to individual differences

POORLY-REALIZED

• students produce (often a surfeit) of 
things of “low-value”/little significance
(completes drill and practice sheets, 
fill in the blanks worksheets, 
copies notes, ...)

• work on task more than/less than 
sufficient to allow students to achieve
learning outcome

• product emphasized/process 
under-emphasized

• outcome of effort often serves no 
significant pedagogical purpose, 
unrelated to curricular objectives or 
related to minor objectives

• results of effort usually expressed 
in writing

• quantity and nature of product 
demanded same for each student

Condition 7: I want my students to be productive.
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Closure should be seen 
as arriving at a new
departure point.
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WELL-REALIZED

• learning with depth of understanding
achieved

• student readiness taken into 
consideration

• closure means getting to an interim 
position in learning/a new related 
departure point

• closure achieved often only after several 
iterations/learning episodes 

• the time needed by students to 
experience, process, reflect, connect, etc.
is not sacrificed by the desire to reach 
closure

• students can arrive, by more than one
route, at the end of a learning sequence
with different levels of understanding 

• message emanating from activity 
clarified/distilled

• discussion/activity taken to next level; 
window of opportunity to learn 
still open

• element of uncertainty/incompleteness
remains (Closure doesn’t mean always
coming to know with certainty, 
e.g. coming to be more or less 
sure of a conjecture.)

POORLY-REALIZED

• conclusions reached without depth of 
understanding

• student readiness ignored 

• closure means finishing/coming 
to an end

• closure sought in one iteration/learning
episode 

• the desire for closure runs rough-shod
over the time needed by students to 
experience, process, reflect, connect,...

• students led inexorably to a predictable 
destination, via a common pathway
through an over-structured activity

• message emanating from activity not 
clarified

• no further discussion/activity on topic; 
window of opportunity to learn closed

• false sense of security/certainty given

Condition 8: I want my students to achieve closure.
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Students need to be 
given the opportunity 
to learn strategies for 
setting themselves up 
for success.
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WELL-REALIZED

• students given the opportunity to 
experience success in things they consider
significant/of value/count

• success seen as more than just 
being correct 

• students given opportunity to learn 
strategies for setting themselves up 
for success

• students experience success on 
challenging tasks 

• success encountered/measured through-
out the task (e.g. understanding the 
problem, asking significant questions,
making a solution plan, carrying out the
plan, justifying/proving conclusions, 
communicating results)

• frequent opportunity to experience success
in  a broad range of basic skills (including 
technical skills of subject,  communication,
critical thinking, logical reasoning, the use 
of technology, ...)

• success in making particularizations and 
generalizations emphasized

• success is seen as coming to new/deeper
understanding, new/refined skills, solving
problems worth solving, ...

• success measured against curricular 
objectives

• students (and teacher) believes in 
self-efficacy/has expectation of success 

• rewarded for doing significant things

POORLY-REALIZED

• students given the opportunity to 
experience success in things they consider
have little significance/value/don’t count 

• success is exclusively seen as 
being correct 

• activities set up for success

• success achieved by under-challenging 
students

• success only encountered/measured at
end of task /on generalization reached

• frequent opportunity to experience 
success in  a narrow range of basic 
skills (usually the technical skills of 
the discipline)

• success in making  generalizations alone
emphasized

• success is seen as answering
teacher’s/text’s questions, completing a
drill sheet, ...

• success measured against things other
than curricular objectives (e.g. homework
done regularly, attendance)

• students (and/or  teacher) lacks belief in 
self-efficacy/lacks expectation of success 

• rewarded for doing  insignificant things

Condition 9: I want my students to experience success.
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The shift in teaching
toward helping students
increase their capacity for
analysis and their ability
to formulate problems
and communicate ...
work is supported when
students become adept 
at judging the quality 
of their own work and
that of others.

National Council 
of Teachers of
Mathematics, 1995,
p 39
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WELL-REALIZED

• emphasis on how to improve work

• teacher models and encourages a healthy 
attitude of skepticism

• reflects on/communicates about what they
now know and don’t know (“Write what
you learned.” “Write about one of the
things you found interesting.”...)

• students and teacher set high standards

• students asked to write with appropriate 
frequency/amount what they learned

• connects the just learned with what is
already known, ...

• adequate time given for self-reflection

• students given time to act on their 
reflections

• opportunity to reassess beliefs/ways of
doing things 

• teacher fosters attitude in learner of 
openness to new ideas

• focus on reflecting on important 
ideas in activity

• identifies ways in which investigation/
work/procedures/approach can be
improved (e.g. If I were to do this 
again I would ...”; “If I were to teach 
this I would ...”)

• teacher models self-reflection

POORLY-REALIZED

• over-emphasis on a grade for the work

• emphasizes acceptance/consensus 

• reflection on work trivialized 
with activities, such as, filling in 
teacher-supplied template 
(e.g. “I liked this activity because ---------.”)

• students and teacher set mediocre 
standards

• students asked to write too little or too
much about what they have learned

• fails to connect just learned with 
previously learned

• time given to self-reflection inadequate

• students not given time to act on their 
reflections 

• uncritical entrenchment of beliefs/ways 
of doing things

• teacher unsuccessfully models learner 
openness to new ideas

• too great an emphasis on reflecting 
on technicalities

• don’t consider ways to improve 
investigation/procedures/work/approach
(going over “old ground” rather than 
further learning)

• teacher fails to model self-reflection

Condition 10 : I want my students to monitor their work and
reflect on their learning.
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Changing the Game Played in the Typical
Classroom

How far is Rheims from Paris?
Presented with this problem, most students in a typical

elementary math classroom would likely respond, ‘5 ’.

Students so responding would feel satisfied with

their 5 km answer, secure in the knowledge that

they would never be presented with a problem

that didn’t have a single ‘right’ answer, that all the

information required to get the correct answer

would be given in the problem, that no 

assumptions would have to be made, that no 

ambiguity would be allowed, that no question would be

asked that couldn’t be answered in a few seconds, that a

numerical answer is called for because math is about

numbers, that all the numbers in the problem need to be

used, that all one needs to do is identify the appropriate

procedure and carry it out accurately on these numbers.

They know such  things because they have played this

game many times before.They are quite used to it.They

have come to believe that this is the kind of game you

play in math class.
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They know their role in this game (participant at some

practices, spectator at real games) and they know  their

teacher’s role (team owner, coach, trainer, captain, head

cheerleader, game fanatic, referee, and score-keeper).

Very few students, asked the question above, would step

back and consider the reality of the situation, visualize it,

link it to road maps or a birds-eye view of the 

countryside and realize that the cities could be adjacent,

be as much as 545 kilometers apart, or be apart by any

distance between these two extremes. Students have 

come to learn that this kind of thinking might be needed

in some classes, but it isn’t needed in math class. It hasn’t

been needed before, hasn’t been valued, hasn’t been

encouraged, hasn’t been modeled, and, when engaged in,

hasn’t been validated. Nobody should be surprised to read

research findings such as that shown in the margin.

The following outlines a lesson that introduces students

to the Pythagorean theorem. It has the students playing

the kind of game that most students have come to expect

in the typical math classroom.
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...studies suggest that 
it is not so much a 
cognitive deficit that
causes pupil’s abstention
from sense-making when
doing arithmetic word
problems in a typical
school setting. To the 
contrary they are acting
in accordance with the
“rules of the game”
which they believe to 
regulate the interactive
ritual in which they are
involved.

DeCorte, Verschaffel,
and Greer, 2000
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Game #1: A Typical Math Classroom Game

A Lesson on the Pythagorean Theorem

1st Inning: Teacher starts the game, ‘punch line first’,

giving students the Pythagorean

Theorem.

2nd Inning: Teacher may demonstrate a proof of the 

theorem.

3rd Inning: Teacher  presents students with some

worked examples, applying the theorem.

4th Inning: Students are given a set of similar 

questions, to work on alone.

5th Inning: Teacher takes up their work.

6th Inning: Teacher assigns additional questions for

homework.

7th Inning: Teacher takes up the homework, students

putting homework up on the blackboard.

8th Inning: Teacher gives the students a short quiz 

on the Pythagorean Theorem.

This is a familiar game but it is not a sense-making game.
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The Sense Making Game
The sense making game is about using knowledge and

experience in integrated, creative, authentic, and 

purposeful ways to solve problems, conduct inquiries,

carry out investigations, and perform experiments.

The sense making game is about using these processes to

come to a better understanding of things. Sense making

in the math classroom is, however, about more than 

coming to understand math concepts and procedures.

It is also about such things as making sense with 

mathematics, making sense when communicating with

others, making sense of situations, making sense of  

people’s actions and ideas. It is this game that the student

needs to be able to play if they are to successfully address

the challenges and opportunities of life in and outside 

of school.

In the section that follows, you will get a chance to 

follow students and their teacher as they play through an

episode of  the sense making game called Squares Around a

Triangle. Like Game #1, it too introduces students to

things Pythagorean, but hopefully it does so in a more

meaningful, effective, and interesting way ( as part of a

wider-ranging investigation.)  As you read through it, pay

particular attention to the actions and interactions of the

teacher and students as they engage the task.
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Students spend so much
time trying to follow our 
thinking that they have
no time left to develop
their own thinking.

Anna Sierpinska,
2001, p 16
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This example task makes use of dynamic geometry 

software, specifically,The Geometer’s Sketchpad™.

(Thanks to my colleague Nathalie Sinclair, all 

'sketches' presented to students can be found at 

the Sketchmad website,

http://hydra.educ.queensu.ca/sketchmad

Interested readers can visit this site and  use these 

sketches themselves to participate in, and extend,

this investigation.)

Game #2: A Sense Making Game 

Squares Around A Triangle

The teacher introduces the students (who are familiar

with and have access to The Geometer’s Sketchpad) to 

a sketch that displays a random triangle, with squares 

constructed on its sides, and with the centers of the

squares connected.

With this sketch, students get the 

opportunity to explore a situation full 

of (about-to-be-appreciated) mathematical 

significance, gain familiarity with the 

elements of the situation, pose personally 

significant questions, generate data, observe

patterns connect the elements, express 

relationships as conjectures/generalizations,

provide evidence/justification for hypotheses, and 

summarize/record/demonstrate learning.
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1st Inning: Initial Exploration 

The teacher directs students to ‘drag’ one of the vertices

of the triangle, listing things they notice as the sketch

changes.

The teacher facilitates a sharing of student observations.

Discussion leads students to focus on the following 

question.

When do  the segments, joining centers of the squares, pass

through the triangle’s interior? exterior?  a vertex?

2nd Inning: Focused Investigation

Students return to their computers to address this 

question. Students have the opportunity to share/

discuss/defend ideas, conjectures, and findings with a

small group of classmates.

The teacher facilitates a follow-up discussion.A list 

of conjectures/theorems (supported by evidence,

convincing argument, or, in some cases, proof) 

would likely include the following.
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1st INNING
In Game #1, 
students focus 
on the teacher’s
questions.They 
don’t pose 
their own.
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F
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C E

DA

G

mABC  =  124°
Area BAGF = 39.04 cm2

Area CBHI = 24.33 cm2

Area ACED = 97.93 cm2

• Only one segment can fall
outside the triangle at any
given time and that occurs
when the triangle 
is obtuse-angled.

• When the largest square is
opposite an obtuse angle, its
area is greater than the sum of
the areas of the other two
squares.

• Only one segment can pass
through a vertex of the trian-
gle at the same time and that
occurs when the angle at that
vertex is a right angle.

• When the largest square is
opposite a right angle, its area
is equal to the sum of the
areas of the other two squares.

• All segments fall inside the
triangle when the 
triangle is acute-angled.

• When the largest square is
opposite an acute angle, its
area is less than the sum of
the areas of the other two
squares.
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mABC  =  90°
Area BAGF = 49.62 cm2

Area CBHI = 16.88 cm2

Area ACED = 66.50 cm2
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mABC  =  58°
Area BAGF = 52.10 cm2

Area CBHI = 31.15 cm2

Area ACED = 40.97 cm2

2nd INNING
Game #1 doesn’t 
give the students
opportunity to 
gather data, detect 
patterns, make and 
justify conjectures.
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3rd Inning: Applying Discoveries

At this point the teacher presents students with a 

selection of problems, in a variety of contexts, and 

challenges them to solve as many as they can.The 

problems would look like any good set of application

problems related to using the Pythagorean theorem.

Some of the given problems might be unsolvable or 

partially solvable with these tools/rules. Some problems

might relate to historical applications (ancient Egyptian

and Greek, for example). Students are given the 

opportunity to share their ideas, approaches, solutions

with a small groups of classmates.The teacher enters into

the activity of the groups, helping students clarify their

thinking, offering encouragement and assistance to 

individuals, facilitating discussion, monitoring progress.

After an appropriate amount of time, the teacher 

facilitates a discussion around the solution of these 

problems.The teacher then connects their work to the

work of the Pythagoreans and the Pythagorean Theorem.

4th Inning: Extending the Investigation

Returning to the sketch that generated/motivated all 

of the above activity, students are directed to  investigate

properties and relationships associated with the outer 

triangles formed by the three squares.This gives students

an opportunity to familiarize themselves with important

additional elements of this situation, elements that,

hopefully, will lead  the student (in the 5th Inning) to a

personally meaningful proof of the Pythagorean Theorem.
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3rd INNING
The teacher selects
the problem set in
the 3rd inning to
give students the
opportunity to 
connect their 
discoveries and 
rules to new 
situations and to use
these discoveries 
to develop and apply  
procedures to the
solve problems 
associated with
these new situations.
The students have
no such opportunity
in Game #1. In that
game, students are
given both the 
procedures and
worked examples 
of the procedures
being applied.
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Bringing the students together after they have had

sufficient time to carry out their investigation, the

teacher facilitates student sharing and justifying

their findings.

Findings would likely include the following.
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E

I

C

H

AG

F
B

D 

G
A

area DAG= 0.8
area ECI = 0.8
area BFH = 0.8
area ABC = 0.8

B

C

I

H

E

D • The three outer triangles and inner
triangle are always equal in area.

• If two of the sides of a triangle are
equal in length to two sides of another
triangle and the contained angles
between these sides are supplementary
then they are equal in area.

• When the inner triangle is isosceles,
the outer triangles opposite the
equal angles are congruent.

• When the inner triangle is 
equilateral, all three outer 
triangles are congruent.

• When the inner triangle is 
right-angled, the outer triangle
opposite the right angle is 
congruent to the inner triangle.

A

C

D

E

I

H

B

F

G

H

F

G A

B C

E

D

I

4th INNING
In Game #1, proof 
of the theorem is
presented without
regard to student
readiness.



5th Inning: Dissecting the Square

The teacher reminds students that in the 2nd Inning 

they compared the area of the largest square  to the 

other two squares, under different configurations of the

enclosed triangle.The teacher turns their attention to

comparing the areas of the inner and outer triangles 

with the area of the largest square.

The teacher focuses the discussion around the 

following sketch. Here, students see two triangles 

drawn inside the largest square.They are told that the

two interior triangles have been constructed equal

in area to their adjacent outer triangles. Students are

challenged to recreate this sketch and then (by

dragging a vertex) discover properties and 

relationships within the sketch.

On dragging a point in this sketch, students could 

discover (and attempt proofs of) the following:
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the mind says 'Aha!' 
in the aesthetic moment
when the spirit says 'Ah!'

Philip Fisher, 1998, p 31
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• The two inner triangles are congruent to each other
and to the triangle enclosed by the three squares.
( proving that the two outer 
triangles must be equal in area.)

• The three points, the center of
the square and the vertices of the
two triangles that fall in the
interior of the square, are always
collinear.

• The dissected square has rotation
symmetry.

b

c

c

c

b
R

T

a

a
b

K

a
2

2

2

1

1

1
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• The sides of the two 
triangles within the square, when
extended, enclose a parallelogram.

• The enclosed parallelogram becomes a square when the 
triangle enclosed by the three squares is right angled.

• The 4 inner triangles and the triangle contained by the
three squares are congruent.

• When the three squares enclose an isosceles right triangle,
the largest square can be tiled exactly by 4 of these 
triangles. (or Triangles at most can have an area 1/4 that
of the largest square.)

The teacher facilitates 

sharing of student findings.

Using two of their discoveries,

the teacher helps students to

develop a (classic) proof of the

Pythagorean Theorem.

Area of 4 Triangles + Area of Enclosed Square = 

Area of Large Square

4 x 1/2ab + (b-a)2 = c2

2ab + b2 - 2ab + a2 = c2

a2 + b2 = c2

a

a a

a
b

b

b

b-a
b

c

5th INNING
On the flight
through the proof 
of this theorem, 
in game #1, the 
student was a 
passenger, not a
crew member.
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6th Inning: Reflection on Learning

Students are then given the opportunity to clarify/

summarize/record their thoughts using words, sketches

and examples of their own invention. Some reports 

could be given verbally.Teacher provides students with

indicators of a successful report.

7th Inning: Assessment

Teacher evaluates student reports.Teacher may administer

a test to determine student’s level of understanding of

things Pythagorean and their ability to apply this 

understanding.

8th Inning:Taking the Investigation in 

Another Direction 

The teacher directs students to create a sketch that brings

the three outer triangles together into a single triangle as

shown below. Students are challenged to discover 

properties associated with this triangle or other 

conjectures evoked by this investigation.

Some possible discoveries...
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6TH INNING
In Game #1, 
completing homework
takes precedence
over reflecting on
their thinking.

7th INNING
In Game #1, there is
no report to assess.

8th INNING
In Game #1, there is
no investigation for
the student to get
involved in.

2

3

1

• The triangles actually do fit to
create one large triangle.
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OB
P

H

F

OB = 9.60 cm
BP = 4.80 cm
PH = 4.80 cm

B

O
P

OB = 8.51 cm
BP = 4.25 cm• Segments common to pairs of the three triangles

bisect the opposite side of the third, that is, they
can be extended to become medians of the large
triangle.

• The vertex common to a pair of squares is the
centroid of the corresponding large triangle.

• The mid-point of the
hypotenuse of a right triangle
is equidistant from its vertices.

• A circle centered on the mid-
point of the hypotenuse of a
right triangle passes through
the vertex of the right angle.

• Inscribed angles in a 
semi-circle are right angles.

Consider the following three triangles
-  the triangle determined by the
centers of the squares, the triangle
enclosed by the squares, and the tri-
angle determined by the midpoints of
the ‘outermost’ sides of the three
outer triangles.The centroids of these
three triangles are coincident.

8th INNING
No summarizing is
called for in Game
#1. No criteria for 
a successful 
summary is shared
in Game #1.

The teacher facilitates a sharing of findings. Students 

are asked to write up a report on one of their more

interesting findings.The teacher shares criteria for a 

successful report and asks students to assess their reports

based on these criteria.
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9th  Inning: Extensions

The teacher reminds students that they started their

investigation with a sketch involving squares surrounding

a triangle and then asks students to brainstorm other 

possible starting points. Some possible responses might

include the following.

What if I extended squares around triangles outwards? 

(Two possible interpretations of this question are shown

below)

The teacher challenges the students to investigate one 

of these, ‘What ifs’ on their own time. (Project for a

Math-Science Fair?) 
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What if the squares had been drawn
on the inside of the triangle? 

What if equilateral triangles
were drawn around the triangle?
Inside the triangle?

9th INNING
Game #1 does not
lend itself to 
extensions or 
what-if’s.
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A Comparison of the Two Games
The two sample learning episodes show the student

involved in two very different kinds of games. Compared

to the typical math classroom game, the sense making

game gives the student the opportunity to do and learn a

great deal more.

The sense making game, Squares Around a Triangle,

involves the student with the following.

Game #1, A Lesson on the Pythagorean Theorem, on

the other hand, involves the student with the following.
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challenge

uncertainty

complexity

ambiguity

exploring

investigating

experimenting

thinking

imagining

planning

discovering

conjecturing

testing

revising

gathering evidence

organizing

applying

transforming

reflecting

patterns

modeling

creating

connecting

integrating

monitoring

assessing

autonomy

confirming

verifying

questioning

making decisions

clarifying

justifying

proving/disproving

risk-taking

arguing

demonstrating

generalizing

understanding

communicating

interacting

empowering

accepting

quick recall

certainty

simplicity

knowing

automatic response

routine procedures

other’s questions

listening 

unconnected things

being correct

rote learning
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Comparing Classroom Cultures
Many of the differences that likely exist between the 

cultures present in these two classrooms are listed in the

following table.
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Traditional Classroom
Culture

1. student answers questions

2. the discipline as a collection of 
procedures

3. working with the inexplicable

4. teacher in control

5. ignores needs of student

6. significance lost on learner

7. accepted as true

8. student passive/acted upon

9. validated by teacher

10. truth as presented

11. teacher-owned

12. wielded mechanically

13. student as rule taker

14. described/explained in teacher 
language

15. interrogation commonplace

16. teacher as inculcator

17. often forgotten/not 
re-constructible

Sense-Making 
Culture

1. student asks questions

2. the discipline as a way 
of thinking

3. working with things that make
sense

4. student taking more control

5. addresses student needs

6. activity has significance for 
learner

7. known to be true

8. student active/acts upon

9. validated by student

10. truth as constructed

11. student-owned

12. wielded powerfully

13. student as rule maker

14. described/explained in student 
language

15. conversation abounds

16. teacher as educator

17. remembered/re-constructible
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18. truths grow into being

19. considers student readiness

20. experiential

21. features independence/
interdependence

22. developed by end of lesson

23. minimal reliance on memory aids

24. painting without numbers

25. learning via a problem solving
process

26. connected

27. thorough, not rushed

28. student reads between the lines

29. teach the student to fish

30. develop procedures

31. a partnership

32. divergent views welcomed

33. enlivens the mind

34. enlivens the spirit

35. legitimates a culture of ignorance

36. sense of community

37. sense of personal efficacy/
confidence

38. constructivist

39. brings forth a world of 
significance with others

18. truths pop into existence

19. ignores student readiness

20. non-experiential

21. features dependence

22. presented at beginning of lesson

23. reliance on memory aids

24. painting by numbers

25. impediment to problem solving

26. isolated/disconnected

27. superficial, rushed

28. student reads their lines

29. give the student a fish

30. follow procedures

31. master-slave relationship

32. convergent views rewarded

33. deadens the mind

34. deadens the spirit

35. emphasizes knowing/being 
correct

36. sense of isolation

37. subject anxious

38. destructivist

39. brings forth a world of 
insignificance at the 
insistence of others
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Sense Making Through Rich Learning Tasks
Learning tasks, such as Squares Around a Triangle,

are rich tasks.

I define any learning task as ‘rich’ if it gives students 

the opportunity to 

• use (and learn to use) their knowledge in an 

integrated, creative, and purposeful fashion to conduct

inquiries, investigations, and experiments and to solve

problems and in so doing,

• acquire knowledge with understanding, and in the

process,

• develop the attitudes and habits of a life-long 

sense maker 

Put more simply, a learning task is rich if it allows 

students and teachers to play the sense-making game.

Rich learning tasks are of central importance.They 

support a sense-making culture in the classroom.

(For a detailed examination of rich learning tasks, see

Chapters 1-7 of this Handbook.)

Pseudo-Rich Learning Tasks
Most commercially-produced learning tasks are not very

rich.These pseudo-rich learning tasks, typically, do not

support sense making.At best, they let students nibble at

the edges of sense making. Most learning tasks advertised

as giving the student the opportunity to problem solve,

inquire, experiment, and investigate, in reality, are 

structured in ways that force the student to proceed
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through these tasks in a lockstep unreflective manner,

forcing the student to react rather than act, respond rather

than reflect, follow rather than navigate, never really use

or experience sense making processes. The only people 

getting the opportunity to make sense, unfortunately, are

the authors of the tasks. In setting out tasks for the 

student, the authors do most of the interesting bits, the

important bits, the challenging bits, the creative bits, the

significant bits, the authentic bits, the bits in which the

student needs to gain experience, the bits that could

empower the student and allow them to make sense, the

bits that would give the student insight into the nature of

the discipline and what learning is really like.The student

is usually tossed some crumbs, some of the easier bits, bits

that occupy the student and take them to the end of the

task without real engagement, understanding, or payoff.

The authors have marginalized the roles of both the 

student and the teacher.They have substituted do-able

anaemic tasks for tasks worth doing.They have forgotten,

as the educator Caleb Gattegno advises (in his 1980), to

subordinate teaching to learning.The unwritten message

attached to most of these learning tasks seems to be either

that students and teachers don’t have (or don’t think they

have) permission or the time to work in a sense-making

environment, that students can’t be trusted to play this

game well or that the teachers can’t be trusted to

engage/assist students in sense making.
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Conclusion
Students entering a math classroom have a right to 

expect that they will be given the opportunity to do at

least these three things, namely, make sense of their math,

make sense with their math, and develop the attitudes and

habits that prepare them for life-long sense making.We

can fulfill this expectation by ensuring that the game

played in their math classroom is a sense-making one.
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Suggestions to the Reader

Teacher
• use it as an opportunity to reflect on your teaching

practices and beliefs (especially chapters 1, 2, 3, 4 and
appendix 1)

• use it to help you assess the richness of the learning
tasks you set for your students (especially chapter 6)

• use it to help you develop rich leaning tasks 
(especially chapters 3 and 6)

• use it to help you assess the appropriateness of 
teaching resources (especially chapters 3 and 6)

• use it to assess the learning conditions in your 
classroom (especially chapter 7)

• use it to help you reflect on and modify your 
assessment practices (especially chapter 5)

Head of Department
• use it as an opportunity to reflect on your teaching

practices and beliefs (especially chapters 1,2,4 and
appendix 1)

• focus on ideas in a single chapter, department 
members try them out in the classroom, discuss 
experiences at department meetings

• apply lessons of Handbook in a given course, over the
length of the course, by all teachers of course

• use to evaluate texts and other resources (especially
chapter 6)

• use to guide development of assessment material
(especially chapter 5)
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School Vice-Principal/Principal

• use it to reflect on your beliefs concerning the role 
of teacher and student (especially chapters 1,2,4 
and appendix 1)

• use it to reflect on the nature of the interaction
between student and teacher (especially chapters 2,3,7)

• use it as a resource for staff development (whole book)

• use as a resource for teacher assessment (especially
chapters 5 and 7)

• use as a resource at parent/teacher meetings 
(especially chapters 1,3 and appendix 1)

Consultant/Inservice Provider

• use as a resource for talks/presentations to a variety 
of education stakeholders on a variety of issues 
(especially chapters 1, 2, 4, 7 and appendix 1) 

• use in workshops on the design and implementation
of rich learning tasks (especially chapters 1,3,6,7) 

• use in workshops dealing with performance 
assessment (especially chapter 5)

• use as a resource in locally developed professional
development courses (and integrated with courses 
and students of the teachers involved)

Board of Education Superintendent
• use as a resource for board-based curriculum 

development initiatives (whole book)

• use as a resource for teacher assessment (whole book)

• use as a resource for professional development 
initiatives (whole book)
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Resource Writer
• use it as an opportunity to reflect on your teaching

practices and beliefs (especially chapters 1, 2, 4 and
appendix 1)

• use to evaluate richness of learning tasks/resources
(especially chapters 3 and 6 and appendix 1)

• use to guide development of learning tasks and 
assessment tasks (especially chapters 1,3,4,5,6 and
appendix 1)

Faculty of Education Instructor
by Chris Suurtamm,York University,Toronto

This handbook brings forth many of the ideas that 
should be addressed in a faculty of education pre-service
program.The nature of mathematics, the importance of
teaching for understanding, and the role of students and
teachers in this process are issues that are presented.The
handbook also addresses the actions of mathematics and
how they are played out in a classroom. Curriculum
issues arise such as relevance, appropriate use of texts and
other resources, plus the dilemma of handling skills in a
problem centred curriculum. Moreover, the handbook
aids teacher candidates in the design of sound 
instructional and assessment tasks.The handbook 
may present teacher candidates with challenges to their
own beliefs which generates reflection, lively discussion,
and critical thinking; all essential components for 
emerging teachers.

There are many different ways that this handbook can 
be used with Faculty of Education teacher candidates.
For instance, there are activities to ask teacher candidates
to examine the use of textbooks and to look deeper into
these resources to locate good questions, relevant contexts
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and to extend ideas that are presented.A lively debate can
be constructed within a class on "Is Rote Learning really
necessary?" (p. 39-55).The handbook also provides 
guidelines for the analysis of tasks (p. 96-106) and ideas to
consider in the development of tasks (p. 54-66).The use
of the "Learning Task Evaluation Chart" (p. 112) is an
excellent tool for peer reviewing and editing of tasks
designed by teacher candidates.As well, teacher 
candidates are aided in the development of rubrics 
and other assessment tools using the general rubric 
charts (p. 92-95).

The handbook can easily be used to provide teacher 
candidates with assigned readings.At the end of each
chapter, a set of questions is provided. The variety in the
questions present starters for journal responses, generators
of discussions, written assignments, and group activities.
For instance:

• A good opening for a journal response:
Question #3 on p. 53

"Give an example to support the assertion that problem 
solving is enhanced by learning for understanding."

• A possible group task for students to analyze 
a given, self-selected, or self-created task:
Question #8 on p. 36

"In A Vision of Tomorrow's Mathematics Classroom on 
page 7 the roles of the discipline, the teacher and the student
were summarized by a 3 x 3 matrix of words. Select a rich
learning task. Identify ways in which each of these roles 
can be demonstrated in this task."
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• A Think-Pair-Share brainstorming lead-in:
Question #1 on p. 66

"Compile a list of the "elements" that make up a 
learning task."

• An individual or group assignment to encourage
teacher candidates to look critically at textbook 
use: Questions #4 – 6 on p. 35

"Select a learning task from a text or other source.
Which of the actions listed on page 25 does this task allow
students to perform? How balanced is this opportunity? . .
Comment on the opportunity afforded by this task for the 
student to use their imagination . . . How well does it lend
itself to extension?" 

• A stimulus for group discussion: Question #1 
on page 109

"What are some of the important cross-disciplinary 
skills that all students need?"

The handbook is an excellent resource for introducing
future teachers to many of the important aspects of 
teaching and learning mathematics. It is engaging,
thought provoking, and provides clear analysis and 
examples of rich learning and assessment tasks.
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A Tool For Teachers 

Introduction
Classrooms where effectively implemented rich learning
tasks constitute a central component of the curriculum
are ones that are characterized by diversity and depth.
Students are encouraged to develop different strategies 
for problems they have identified, and to extend their
explorations by modifying the conditions for the initial
situation.The World Wide Web is a tool that can, for
many rich learning tasks, be a significant resource for
both teachers and learners.That having been said, it is a
resource that is uneven, volatile, and unpredictable. For
some themes an immense amount of material is fairly
easily available. For other topics information may be
sparse or exceptionally hard to chase down. It is not
without reason that the Web has come to be known as a
"digital swamp" where one encounters 10 kilometers of

mud for every diamond. But diamonds do exist.As is
the case with traditional libraries which may be

considered as physical collections of data, a
good part of the effectiveness of the Web

as a research tool is a function of the skill
and knowledge of the individual searching
for information.The purpose of this 

appendix is to note a few sites where effective
general web tools are housed, and some others

that are particularly strong from the 
perspective of mathematics education.
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General Sites
The starting point for many Web sessions is a visit to 
a good search engine. A site that is a well-deserved
favourite of many is the fast, clean and effective Google
www.google.com  

Some guidance as to how to how to make effective 
use of a tool like Google can be found at the 
Internet Public Library www.ipl.org Go to the 
section on Web Searching.

Alternatively, one can begin to use Google directly by
looking for responses to an inquiry about "search
engines".The site www.searchenginewatch.com has a
great deal of information about this important and highly
mathematical aspect of the Internet. [See if you can 
find why Google is named what it is, and what the 
connection it there to the evolution of mathematical 
terminology.]

At an even more comprehensive level of searching we
have a class of tools sometimes called metasearch engines.
These tools will organize the results of searches done
simultaneously on a number of separate search engines.
One of the most powerful of these is www.ixquick.com

Other useful general sites freely available at the time this
list was created (2002 02) include:

www.dictionary.com is exactly what one might 
suspect from its address.

www.refdesk.com which may well live up to its claim 
to be "the single best source for facts on the net".
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The e-commerce giant Amazon.com on its book front
provides an amazing amount of information (sometimes
including long excerpts) about many books currently in
print. See www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/
ats-query-page/102-5662551-8351305 for direct 
access to their detailed book search page.

Finally, the online catalogs of libraries can often yield 
a great deal of information although access to some 
materials is understandably limited to community 
members. The University of Melbourne Library,
for instance, is accessible at:
http://cat.lib.unimelb.edu.au/screens/
opacmenu.html

Mathematics Education Sites
Among a daunting number of mathematics and 
education sites currently available some of the best are:

The Mathematics Forum http://mathforum.org 
One of the first (originating as the Geometry Forum) 
and still one of the most comprehensive sites for 
math teachers.

On the math side the Forum's counterpart is perhaps the
very large Math Archive
http://archives.math.utk.edu/

A more recent and very attractively designed entry 
to the field is the Cambridge, England based 
http://nrich.maths.org/ The emphasis here is on
enrichment and the British flavour is quite strong.

A particularly good history of mathematics site is 
based at the University of St.Andrews 
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/
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Not surprisingly some of the best sites are hosted by 
mathematics and mathematics education organizations.
Definitely worth visits are:

The Canadian Mathematical Society's 'Camel'   
http://camel.math.ca/ The list of Math Sites, KaBoL,
Knot a Braid of Links, at
http://west.camel.math.ca/KaBoL/
which is part of Camel was elected as one of Scientific
American's five best math sites of 2001.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
site is www.nctm.org/

Many regional math groups, such as the 
Ontario Association for Mathematics Education
www.oame.on.ca/ and the Mathematics Association 
of  Victoria www.mav.vic.edu.au/, host sites which are
aimed at their membership but which contain interesting
material of a non-local nature.

Two sites with commercial connections are 
Eric Weisstein's Encyclopedia of Mathematics 
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ 
and the Key Curriculum Press site 
www.keypress.com/ which is particularly useful 
for dynamic geometry. Geometry is a branch of 
mathematics which has benefited immeasurably from 
the visual power of computers. [Some of this potential 
is captured in David Eppstein's Geometry Junkyard,
a most impressive individual site
http://www1.ics.uci.edu/~eppstein/junkyard/]
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Anderson, John, Lynne Reder and Herbert Simon “Applications and
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Da Vincian Principles:

Curiosità - 
An insatiably curious
approach to life and an
unrelenting quest for 
continuous learning.

Dimostrazione - 
A commitment to test
knowledge through 
experience, persistence,
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learn from mistakes.

Sensazione - 
The continual refinement
of the senses, especially
sight, as the means to
enliven experience.

Sfumato - 
A willingness to embrace 
ambiguity, paradox, and 
uncertainty.
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Arte/Scienza - 
The development of 
the balance between 
science and art, logic 
and imagination.
'Whole-brain' thinking.

Corporalita - 
The cultivation of grace,
ambidexterity, fitness,
and poise.

Connessione - 
A recognition of and
appreciation for the 
interconnectedness of all
things and phenomena.
Systems thinking.

Michael Gelb, 1998, p 9
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What Influences Learning?

• flexible and appropriate use
of a variety of instructional
strategies while maintaining
an orderly classroom 
environment

• instructional materials and
approaches to accommodate
individual differences

• more aides, smaller groups,
and increased material
resources

• smooth transitions from 
one instructional activity 
to another, minimal 
disruptions, and teacher
awareness at all times

• a classroom in which 
teacher and students 
interact considerately and
cooperatively, where 
students work with several
classmates, share common
interests and values, and
pursue common goals
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What Influences Learning?

• students actively engaged in
learning and involved in
making some types of 
classroom decisions

• a class well-organized and
well-planned, with a clear
academic focus

• objectives of learning 
activities are specific and
explicit, and students feel
continually and appropriately
challenged, with the pacing
of instruction appropriate 
for the majority.

• teaching of skills in the 
context of meaningful 
applications, use of good
examples and analogies, and
teaching for meaningful
understanding, together with
explicit promotion of student 
self-monitoring of 
comprehension (planning;
monitoring effectiveness 
of attempted actions;
testing; revising, and 
evaluating learning 
strategies) and gradual
transfer of responsibility 
for learning from teacher 
to the student
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What Influences Learning?

• use of self-regulatory,
self-control strategies 
(e.g. control of attention)
and use of strategies to 
facilitate generalization of 
concepts

• general mental abilities,
level of basic skills 
sufficient to profit from
instruction, and prior 
knowledge in the subject
area instructed

• perseverance on learning
tasks and motivation for 
continual learning

• student time on task

(adapted from) 
Wang, Haertel & Walberg,
1990, pp 35-37
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When students and teachers 
work together and focus on and engage in rich

learning tasks, good things happen in our schools.

This handbook gives educators an understanding of the 
nature and assessment of rich learning tasks and of new 

ways to nourish the teaching and learning process.

This handbook should be of value and interest to the widest
range of educators, through all grades and all disciplines, 

in classrooms organized along both subject and 
interdisciplinary lines.

Dr. Rosa Bruno-Jofré, Dean
Faculty of Education
Queen's University

“

”




